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The following management discussion and analysis (“MD&A”) of the Corporation’s financial condition and 
results of operations for the year ended December 31, 2018 should be read in conjunction with the 
audited consolidated financial statements (“financial statements”) for years ended December 31, 2018 
and 2017, together with the notes thereto. These financial statements have been prepared in Canadian 
dollars, which is the Corporation’s presentation and functional currency, in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board 
(“IASB”). The Corporation’s significant accounting policies are set out in Note 2 of the audited consolidated 
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 
 
Additional information on the Corporation, including the most recently filed Corporation’s Annual 
Information Form (“AIF”) and other continuous disclosure documents can be accessed through the System 
for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (“SEDAR”) website at www.sedar.com and from the 
Corporation’s website at www.stornowaydiamonds.com. To the extent applicable, updated information 
contained in this MD&A supersedes older information contained in previously filed continuous disclosure 
documents. Information contained on the Corporation’s website is not incorporated by reference herein 
and does not form part of this MD&A. This MD&A contains forward‐looking statements that are based on 
certain estimates and assumptions and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may vary materially 
from management’s expectations. See the “Forward Looking Statements” section later in this MD&A for 
further information. Unless otherwise noted, all amounts are presented in Canadian Dollars. 
 
Disclosure of a scientific or technical nature in this MD&A was prepared under the supervision of Patrick 
Sévigny, P.Eng. (Quebec), VP Operation. Stornoway’s exploration programs are supervised by Robin 
Hopkins, P.Geol. (NT/NU), Vice President, Exploration. Each of M. Sevigny and Mr. Hopkins are “qualified 
persons” under NI 43‐101. 
 
The Board of Directors approved this MD&A on March 27, 2019.
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OVERVIEW OF BUSINESS 
 
Stornoway is a Canadian diamond mining Corporation listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”) and 
headquartered in Longueuil, Quebec. Stornoway’s principal focus is its 100% owned Renard Diamond 
Mine located in north‐central Quebec.  
 
Stornoway’s strategy is to build a growth‐oriented Corporation that succeeds in the business of mining 
and selling rough diamonds. Stornoway’s long‐term view of the rough diamond market is positive, based 
on its outlook for a tightening mine supply and growing demand, particularly in developing markets, which 
is expected to support real, long‐term price growth. The Corporation has a management team with 
experience at each stage of the diamond pipeline, from exploration through development, mine 
construction, operations and marketing. Following the entering into of the Financing Transactions 
described below, Mine construction at the Renard Diamond Mine commenced on July 10, 2014. First ore 
processing was achieved on July 15, 2016, and commercial production was formally declared January 1, 
2017. 
 
On July 8, 2014, Stornoway entered into definitive agreements which were intended to provide a 
comprehensive funding package for the construction of the Renard Diamond Project, with an initial 
estimated capital cost of $811 million, including contingencies and escalation. In total, gross proceeds of 
$946 million (assuming a US$1.00:CAD$1.10 conversion) were funded, or committed for funding, through 
a combination of senior and subordinated debt facilities, equity issuance, a forward sale of diamonds (the 
“Stream”), and an equipment finance facility (collectively the “Financing Transactions”). On July 8, 2014, 
concurrent with the closing of the Financing Transactions, the Corporation received gross proceeds of 
$458 million1, which after deducting financing and transaction expenses of $27 million paid on the closing 
date, resulted in net proceeds of $431 million. The Corporation commenced borrowing under its 
equipment finance facility in August 2014. Funding of US$250 million from the Stream were received in 
three tranches, the first and second tranches totalling US$80 million each and the third tranche totalling 
US$90 million, were received on March 31, 2015, September 30, 2015 and, March 30, 2016 respectively. 
In addition, prior to their expiry on July 8, 2016, 91,912,732 common share purchase warrants, 
representing 97.5% of the warrants issued on July 8, 2014, were exercised at a price of $0.90 per share 
for total proceeds to the Corporation of $82.7 million. These funds received were used to support the 
completion of the construction of the Renard Mine. On June 28, 2017, the Corporation drew on the Senior 
Secured loan for an amount of $50 million, $30.1 million of which was used for the repayment of an 
unsecured debt facility that matured on June 30, 2017. Subsequently, on November 6, 2017, the 
Corporation borrowed $80 million of the remaining available balance. 
 
 
  

                                                           
1 As at July 8, 2014 CAD$:US$ conversion rate of $1.0674 
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OVERVIEW OF BUSINESS – continued – 

While final cost to complete the project closed at $774 million, during the first two years of production 
following commencement of commercial production, delayed underground mine ramp‐up coupled with 
lower grade ore in the initial panels of underground mined and high levels of diamond breakage resulted 
in carat production falling short from projections by approximately 600,000 carats on a run‐of‐mine3 basis. 
This lower production, combined with lower than expected diamond pricing and an additional $22 million 
of capital expenditure for an ore sorting circuit designed as a mitigation measure for diamond breakage 
levels, challenged the Corporation’s liquidity during 2018, given that, at that time, $48 million of the initial 
Financing Transaction, designed as cost overrun facilities, were no longer available to be drawn under. 
 
As a result, on October 2, 2018 and December 7, 2018, Stornoway announced a series of financing 
transactions with lenders and key stakeholders designed to provide greater financial and operating 
flexibility (the ”2018 Financing Package”). In total, the 2018 Financing Package represents additional 
consideration and liquidity for the Corporation of $129 million by way of:  
 

• The deferral of certain loan principal repayments for a 24 month period, representing debt service 
cost deferral of more than $53.7 million;  

• Amendments to the Renard diamond streaming agreement comprising a supplementary up front 
deposit of the US dollar equivalent of $45 million in cash and certain sales and pricing changes; 
and 

• A private placement of units consisting of common shares and warrants for approximately $30 
million, subscribed by existing shareholders. 
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

On January 1, 2018,   the Corporation adopted IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (“IFRS 
15”). IFRS 15 supersedes IAS 11, Construction Contracts, IAS 18, Revenue (hereinafter referred to as 
“legacy standards”) and related Interpretations, and was applied using the modified retrospective 
method. For the year ended December 31, 2018, the application of IFRS 15 had a net negative impact of 
$30.6 million on net loss. The adoption impacts are detailed in Note 3 of the 2018 consolidated financial 
statements. 

• For the year ended December 31, 2018, Stornoway reported a Net loss $329.4 million ($ (0.39) 
per share on a basic and fully diluted basis), compared to Net loss of $114.2 million in 2017 ($ 
(0.14) per share basic and fully diluted). Included in 2018 results is (i) a non‐cash impairment 
charge of $83.2 million, (ii) deferred income tax expense of $77.4 million and (iii) costs of goods 
sold of $227.1 million, $58.1 million of which is a write‐down on inventory to bring it to its net 
realizable value, all reflecting lower diamond price environment than was originally forecasted by 
the Corporation. Adjusted Net Loss2 for the fourth quarter was $ 28.6 million and $ 133.8 million 
for the year. 

• Mining in the Renard 65 open pit in the fourth quarter comprised 581,763 tonnes, with 102,333 
tonnes of ore extracted. For the year, mining in the R2‐R3 and R65 open pits stood at 2,265,895 
tonnes, with 623,065 tonnes of ore extracted.   

• A total of 485,616 carats were recovered in the fourth quarter from the processing of 605,960 
tonnes of ore at a grade of 80 carats per hundred tonnes (“cpht”). For the year, a total of 
1,324,123 carats were recovered from 2,328,300 tonnes of ore at 57 cpht.  

• Run‐of‐mine3 diamond sales of 253,929 carats were completed in the fourth quarter with gross 
proceeds4 of $31 million at an average price of US$92 per carat ($122 per carat5). For the year, 
Stornoway sold 1,038,967 run‐of‐mine3 carats for gross proceeds4 of $141 million at an average 
price of US$105 per carat ($136 per carat6). The Corporation sold an additional 164,322 carats of 
supplemental3 diamonds for gross proceeds4 of $3.5 million at an average price of US$16 per carat 
($21 per carat6). 

• In the fourth quarter, cash operating costs per tonne processed2 were $60.1 per tonne ($74.9 per 
carat) and capital expenditures2 were $14.8 million. For the year, cash operating costs per tonne 
processed2 were $ 57.1 per tonne ($ 100.4 per carat) and capital expenditures2 were $88.2 million. 

• The Corporation reported adjusted EBITDA2 of $2.9 million in the fourth quarter, or 8.9% of 
revenues, and $(7.9) million, or (5.4)% of revenues, for the year ended December 31, 2018. 

• At year end, cash and cash equivalents stood at $35.8 million. 
 

                                                           
2 See “Non‐IFRS Financial Measures” section 
3 Run‐of‐Mine (ROM) carats,  represents the proportion of total diamonds recovered above the mineral resource bottom cut‐off (+1 DTC) and 
normalized to a proportion of small diamonds (‐7 DTC) that is consistent with the mineral resources.  The excess carats recovered above the 
normalized, run‐of‐mine production is defined as supplemental carats. The supplemental goods are segregated from the run‐of‐mine production 
during the sale tender process. 
4 Before stream and royalty 
5 Based on an average $:US$ conversion rate of 1.33 
6 Based on an average $:US$ conversion rate of 1.29 
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KEY OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS    
 For the three months ended For the year ended 
 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 
     

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS     
Lost time incidents rate ("LTI") 1.7  Nil  1.7 0.4 
Average daily manpower (workers) 306 324 306 318 
Ore tonnes mined (open pit and underground) 706,066 490,237 2,115,522 2,228,273 
Ore tonnes processed 605,960 518,817 2,328,300 1,956,436 
Carats recovered 485,616 398,267 1,324,123 1,642,934 
Carats sold 312,242 486,633 1,203,289 1,701,561 
Capital expenditures2 14,753 47,641 88,185 126,928 
Underground development (meters) 1,365 1,227 4,585 4,871 
Cash operating cost per tonne processed2 60.1 45.0 57.1 42.1 
Cash operating cost per carat recovered2 74.9 53.6 100.4 54.9 
     
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS     
Revenues 23,271 55,483 165,487 196,502 
Cost of goods sold 54,091 43,251 227,144 149,235 
Impairment charge 83,197 171,000 83,197 171,000 
Selling, general and administrative expenses 3,433 4,237 18,123 17,841 
Exploration expenses9 (294) 335 3,194 2,095 
Financial expenses  22,309 3,103 82,202 7,994 
Foreign exchange loss (gain) 5,996 529 9,712 (8,332) 
Net loss before tax (145,461) (166,972) (258,085) (142,931) 
Income tax expense (recovery) 99,402 (48,526) 71,267 (28,711) 
Net loss (244,863) (118,446) (329,352) (114,220) 
Loss per share ‐ Basic and diluted (0.29) (0.14) (0.39) (0.14) 
Adjusted net (loss) income2 (28,612) 6,864 (133,791) (4,858) 
Adjusted EBITDA2 2,922 25,224 (7,854) 85,002 
Adjusted EBITDA margin (%)2 8.9% 46% -5.4% 43.3% 

 
OTHER SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION   
 As at As at 
 December 31,  December 31, 
 2018 2017 

   
Cash, cash equivalents and short‐term investments 35,796 81,039 
Total assets 1,133,102 1,256,300 

Current monetary liabilities7 53,992 65,753 

Total debt8 328,555 308,107 
Equity 285,369 583,207 
Number of common shares outstanding 923,151,596 835,263,337 

78  

                                                           
7 Includes payables and accrued liabilities, the current portion of long‐term debt, and the fair value of derivative financial liabilities with 
maturities of 12 months or less. 
8 Consist of long‐term debt, including current portion of long‐term debt, and convertible debentures 
9 Net of a tax credit relating to resources and duties credits relating to mining tax, representing $1.1 million in total in 2018. 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Environment, Health, Safety and Communities 

Five lost time incidences (“LTI”) were recorded during the quarter, for a year to date LTI rate of 2.8 for 
contractors and 1.2 for Stornoway employees. No incidents of environmental non‐compliance were 
recorded during the quarter or for the fiscal year. Daily manpower at the site averaged 306 workers, of 
which 13% were Crees of the Eeyou Istchee, 21% were from Chibougamau and Chapais, and 66% were 
from outside the region.  Stornoway employees stood at 585 as at December 31, 2018.  

Mining and Processing 

During the quarter ended December 31, 2018, 581,763 tonnes were mined from the Renard 65 open pit, 
with 102,333 tonnes of ore extracted. 603,733 tonnes of ore were extracted from the underground mine. 
605,960 tonnes of the 706,066 tonnes of ore mined were processed with a diamond recovery of 485,616 
carats at an attributable grade of 80 cpht. The processed ore was derived from underground production 
at the Renard 2 kimberlite, underground development at the Renard 3 kimberlite and open pit production 
at the Renard 65 kimberlite. 

For the year ended December 31, 2018, 251,179 tonnes of ore were mined in the Renard 2‐3 open pit and 
371,886 tonnes of ore from the Renard 65 open pit. 1,492,457 tonnes of ore was mined through 
underground operations. 2,328,300 tonnes of ore mined were processed with a diamond recovery of 
1,324,123 carats at an attributable grade of 57 cpht, compared to a revised guidance of 2.35 to 2.4 million 
tonnes processed and 1.35 to 1.40 million carats recovered at an attributable grade of 54 to 56 cpht (2017 
‐ 1,956,436 tonnes of ore processed with a diamond recovery of 1,642,934 carats at an attributable grade 
of 84 cpht). 

Carat recoveries in 2018 were primarily affected by delays in the ramp‐up of the Renard 2 underground 
mine, the processing of low‐grade stockpiles to curtail the shortfall in mined tonnes during the transition 
from open pit to underground operations, and the mining of lower than expected grades at the margin of 
the orebody during the initial phase of the underground ramp‐up. To a lesser extent, they were also 
affected by a forest fire that resulted in 3‐day suspension of operations at the Renard Mine in July, by 
delays in the delivery of underground mining equipment and by the unscheduled batch processing of 
Renard 4 ore in November for sampling purposes. By the end of the third quarter, the ramp‐up of 
underground production at Renard 2 was completed, and a steady feed was achieved from underground 
operations. Recovered grade improved by 39% and 45% in the third and fourth quarters, respectively 
compared to the previous quarters. Carat recoveries improved by 47% in both the third and fourth 
quarters. For the year, carat recoveries missed the bottom end of the updated guidance range due to the 
process plant performing at lower than nameplate capacity in the second half of November and in 
December, due to technical issues with the front‐end of the process plant. These issues were related to 
the coarser size distribution of head feed to the primary crusher that resulted from the transition in 
underground mining methods, have been addressed with improvements to rockbreaking capacity at the 
crusher pad, and the process plant is currently exceeding nameplate capacity. 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Mining and Processing – continued – 

Mining in the Renard 2‐3 open pit was completed in April 2018. In 2018, underground development work 
focused on completing the excavations required for the 290 meter mining horizon of Renard 2, extending 
the main access ramp towards the 470 meter mining horizon and developing the access drifts to the 290 
meter mining horizon of Renard 3. The development of an Assisted Block Cave as the principal mining 
method in the underground mine continued, and the completion of drawpoint construction and caving 
initiation at the 290 meter mining horizon is expected to be completed in early 2019. The first mining 
panels opened up at the margin of the orebody at the 290 meter mining horizon were composed of highly 
diluted lower grade ore which impacted carat production in the early stages of the underground mine. As 
expected, however, grades have increased as additional panels have been opened in higher grade ore 
within the main body of the kimberlite, which were the focus of mining activities in the fourth quarter and 
will continue to be throughout 2019. 

Diamond Sales 

Two tender sales were completed during the fourth quarter. In total, 253,929 carats of run‐of‐mine3 
production were sold, representing recoveries between July 21st and October 5th 2018. Gross proceeds4 
were $31 million5 at an average price of US$92 per carat ($122 per carat5). On a segmented basis, 190,187 
carats of +7 DTC sieve size diamonds were sold at an average price of US$118 per carat ($157 per carat5), 
and 63,742 carats of ‐7 DTC sieve size diamonds were sold at an average price of US$15 per carat ($20 per 
carat5). 

In addition to the sale of run‐of‐mine3 production, an additional 58,313 carats of supplemental3 diamonds 
smaller than the ‐7 DTC sieve size were sold in an out of tender contract sale for gross proceeds4 of $0.83 
million10 at an average price of US$14 per carat ($19 per carat10). The supplemental3 diamond production 
represents recoveries of small diamonds produced between July 21st and October 5th that are in excess 
of that expected from the Renard Mineral Resource. 

Commentary on Diamond Production and the Rough Diamond Market 

Stornoway sells its diamond production in an open market by tender in Antwerp, Belgium, and, other than 
in exceptional circumstances, is a market price‐taker. To monitor this marketing strategy, a Renard Mine 
production price index is generated using Renard Mine sales data (the “Renard Mine Price Index”).  The 
Renard Mine Price Index trend shows a steady increase of its production value (+27%) per carat for the 
period from its first sale in November 2016 to June 2018. This price increase for the Renard Mine 
production was the result of not only improvements in the rough diamond market conditions but also 
improvements in the quality of the Renard Mine diamonds as well as their market acceptability.    

The second half of 2018 saw, however, a rough market price correction which resulted in a Renard Mine 
Price Index decrease of 13% as compared to June 2018.  This market decline was partly attributed to the 
further weakening Indian Rupee, the lack of available credit available to Indian diamantaires, excess of 
polished inventory in India, lowering margins in manufacturing and the fluctuating seasonal effects caused 
by important Indian and Jewish holidays in the third and fourth quarters. 

  

                                                           
10 Based on an average $:US$ conversion rate of 1.36 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Commentary on Diamond Production and the Rough Diamond Market – continued – 

Despite current weakening of rough diamond prices in smaller diamond sizes, Stornoway’s long‐term view 
of the rough diamond market is positive, with tightening mine supply and growing demand, particularly 
in developing markets. 

The Renard Mine Price Index is not a measure used under any recognized standard and does not have a 
standardized meaning. As a result, this measure may not be comparable to similar measures reported by 
other corporations. The Renard Mine Price Index has been defined and calculated based on 
management’s reasonable judgement of Renard Mine production sales results. This measure is used by 
management and by investors to assist in assessing the Corporation’s performance. This measure is 
intended to provide additional information to the user and should not be considered in isolation. 

Capital Projects 

Capital expenditures2 in the fourth quarter were $14.8 million, primarily related to the development of 
the underground mine. For the year ended December 31, 2018, capital expenditures2 were $88.2 million, 
compared to updated guidance of $90 ‐ $95 million. 

Development of the underground mine in the fourth quarter focused on developing the main ramp 
towards the next mining horizon of the Renard 2 kimberlite, as well as developing the three levels that 
are to be used in the first mining horizon of the Renard 3 kimberlite. 1,365 meters of lateral development 
were achieved in the quarter. For the full year, 4,585 meters of lateral development were realized. In the 
first quarter of 2019, lateral development will be focused on accesses and infrastructure for future 
production levels at Renard 2, as well as on preparing the first underground mucking level of Renard 3. 
The initiation of production at Renard 3 is expected towards the beginning of the third quarter of 2019. 

During the year, the construction of an ore‐waste sorting circuit, which had been approved by the 
Corporation’s Board of Directors in August 2017, was completed. Commissioned in May 2018, the circuit 
was introduced to reduce the presence of internal dilution in the ore feed to minimize diamond breakage 
and maximize value recovery. To date, operating the circuit has yielded positive results. Lower levels of 
diamond breakage are observed for comparable feed compositions and savings in power consumption 
have been realized due to decreased crushing and grinding load. In addition, higher than expected 
diamond recoveries have also been observed since the beginning of ore‐sorting, indicating that a more 
efficient liberation of diamonds is being achieved from the ore passed through to the main process plant. 
The resulting reduction in head feed to the main process plant has opened up the possibility of new plant 
capacity, and also has the potential to push out some capital investments in the processed kimberlite 
containment facility. 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Exploration 

In addition to the Renard Diamond Mine, and the surrounding land package, Stornoway maintains 
interests in two advanced exploration properties (a 90% interest in the Aviat Project in Nunavut, and a 
20% interest in the Timiskaming Project in Ontario), as well as a portfolio of historical properties, many of 
which host previously discovered kimberlite bodies considered to be non‐economic under current 
conditions. Stornoway also holds a 100% interest in multiple grassroots diamond exploration projects 
within Canada. On January 18, 2018, Stornoway announced a program of brownfield and grassroots 
exploration aimed at both the development of the existing resource upside potential at the Renard Mine 
and at new discoveries. A total budget of $4.6 million was allocated to complete this work. Stornoway 
undertook prospecting, till sampling, geophysical surveys and drilling at a number of sites during 2018. 
Some results from the 2018 work are still being received, and will be evaluated to assess whether 
additional work is warranted.  

Two new 100% owned exploration properties were acquired by the Corporation in 2018, the RIL (Ontario) 
and Pikogan (Quebec) projects. Drilling at the RIL Property in February 2018 resulted in the discovery of a 
new kimberlite. Although no diamonds were recovered from 150kg of rock submitted for microdiamond 
recovery, or from a 1.3t mini‐bulk sample processed for macrodiamond recovery, kimberlite clusters 
commonly comprise bodies with variable diamond contents. The RIL Property is notable for good access 
infrastructure and Stornoway has acquired approximately 8,590 ha of new claims in the region. Drilling at 
the Wabi Project (Ontario) did not encounter kimberlite and no further work is planned. Field activities at 
the Met Project (Quebec) identified non‐kimberlitic rocks that explain both geophysical and indicator 
mineral anomalies. 

The large Renard Property comprises more than 600 mineral claims providing a 10‐12 km buffer around 
the Renard Diamond Mine. In addition to the nine known kimberlite pipes in the Renard core area (five of 
which are in the present mine plan), there are at least eleven additional kimberlite dykes on the property. 
A brownfields drill program on the property in 2018 focussed on geophysical responses indicative of pipe‐
like kimberlite bodies, with the size and tonnage potential to provide meaningful new sources of ore‐feed 
to the centrally located Renard mine process plant.  

During March and April 2018, three light reverse circulation (RC) drill rigs tested a total of 91 geophysical 
anomalies with 95 holes. Certain promising lake targets could not be tested due to deteriorating ice 
conditions. Kimberlite chips were recovered at three targets, indicating the presence of dyke‐like bodies, 
and chips of Country Rock Breccia (CRB) or related alteration were recovered at nine targets. CRB is a clast 
supported breccia, with or without kimberlitic components, which at Renard forms an integral part of the 
volcanic emplacement process. CRB occurs as a halo around the kimberlite pipes, and commonly has 
gradational contacts with the main volcanoclastic kimberlite units.  These new CRB discoveries bring the 
total known CRB occurrences on the property to 14 (excluding CRB around the known pipes).  Additional 
drilling will be required to follow‐up these occurrences in more detail, and is not contemplated at the 
present time. 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Exploration – continued – 

In addition to brownfield exploration on the larger Renard land package, a separate program of resource 
development work was undertaken on the Renard 3 and Renard 4 kimberlites, with a view to the 
conversion of certain Mineral Resources11 to Mineral Reserves9, and the acceleration of both ore bodies 
in the Renard mine plan. 

Renard 3 was mined between 2016 and April 2018 in the Renard 2‐Renard 3 open pit to a depth of 120 
meters. The current Renard mine plan (referred to as the “March 2016 Renard Mine Plan”) contemplates 
the mining of Renard 3 by underground methods between 2026 and 2027, following the completion of 
mining at Renard 2. As of December 31, 2017, Renard 3 comprised 0.78 mcarats of Probable Mineral 
Reserves (1.15 million tonnes “mtonnes” at 68 carats per hundred tonnes, “cpht”) below the base of the 
open pit to a depth of 255 meters, and 0.61 mcarats of Inferred Mineral Resources (0.54 mtonnes at 112 
cpht) to a depth of 405 meters. In addition, a Target for Further Exploration (TFFE) has been estimated at 
between 3.5 and 6.3 mcarats below the Inferred Mineral Resources. The potential quantity and grade of 
any TFFE is conceptual in nature; there is insufficient exploration to define a mineral resource and it is 
uncertain if further exploration will result in the target being delineated as a mineral resource. 

During the course of 2018, Renard 3 was successfully delineated in 5,345 meters of detailed drilling 
between 255 and 290 meters of depth, with additional intersections of kimberlite confirmed over 
mineable widths to as deep as 315 meters below surface, below which Renard 3 remains open.  In 2014, 
during drilling undertaken on the Renard 2 kimberlite, Renard 3 was interpreted to have been intersected 
at a vertical depth of approximately 1,000 meters with an implied true width of minimum 47 meters, 
supporting the potential for mineable widths at Renard 3 at a considerable depth. This intersection 
represents over 500 meters of untested exploration potential in the intervening undrilled levels. Any 
Renard 3 Mineral Resource10 delineated above 700 meters depth is potentially mineable with the existing 
and currently planned underground mine infrastructure. 

The 2018 drilling at Renard 3 has confirmed the expected location and width, and the continuation at 
depth of the high grade Renard 3dg and 3h units that support the body’s high grade estimate in the 
Mineral Resource statement11. The new data are being incorporated into a revised geological model and 
Mineral Resource11 estimate for Renard 3, with a view to the incorporation of new Renard 3 Mineral 
Reserves11 above the 290 meter level into the 2019 mining schedule. This will potentially allow two 
underground sources of ore feed to be mined simultaneously, and provide additional high grade ore feed 
to supplement Renard 2 production. 

In the March 2016 Renard Mine Plan, the Renard 4 kimberlite is scheduled for underground mining 
between 2026 and 2029, following the completion of mining at the Renard 2 and Renard 3 kimberlites. As 
of December 31, 2017, the Renard 4 kimberlite comprised 4.44 mcarats of Indicated Mineral Resources11 
(7.25 mtonnes at an average grade of 61 cpht), including 1.67 mcarats of Probable Mineral Reserves (3.46 
mtonnes at an average grade of 48 cpht) in the underground mine plan, as well as 1.99 mcarats of 
Indicated Mineral Resources10 (2.93 mtonnes at an average grade of 68 cpht) between surface and 140 
meters depth, and 2.46 mcarats of Inferred Mineral Resources below the Mineral Reserves (4.75 mtonnes 
at an average grade of 52 cpht). 

                                                           
11 Note that Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. The potential 
quantity and grade of any exploration target is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient information to define a mineral 
resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in it being delineated as a mineral resource. 
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Exploration – continued – 

Stornoway is investigating the potential for open pit mining at the Renard 4 and nearby Renard 9 
kimberlites to supply additional ore feed earlier in the mine life. Such a pit would allow the extraction of 
a portion, or all, of the approximately 2 million carats of diamonds in the top 140 meters of Renard 4. 
These diamonds are contained within the project’s Indicated Mineral Resources, but are outside the 
current Mineral Reserve11 as they occur in the area of the proposed crown pillar for the Renard 4 
underground mine. 

In 2007, a 2,104 tonne surface sample located on a nearby outcrop of the high grade Renard 4d unit 
returned 2,722 carats of diamonds for a grade of 129 cpht. During July and August of 2018, a surface bulk 
sample of approximately 13,546 tonnes was excavated from the lower grade Renard 4a and 4b units which 
comprise the remainder of the Renard 4 diatreme. A total of 11,646 tonnes of sample were processed 
through the main Renard plant during a three‐day period in September. In addition, approximately 1,900 
tonnes of material are being processed through Renard’s 10 tonne per hour bulk sampling plant. Diamond 
recovery from concentrate is being conducted at Renard, and at Stornoway’s Vancouver exploration 
office. Sample processing and diamond recovery is ongoing. However, to date, a parcel of 574 carats of 
diamonds have been recovered from the Renard 4b unit (1,287 tonnes at 45 cpht), and 2,444 carats have 
been recovered from the Renard 4a unit (10,359 tonnes at 24 cpht). Of note, three “special” stones have 
been recovered so far: a 14.89 carat white octahedral gem, a 12.42 carat white octahedral gem, and a 
11.12 carat brown clivage stone. Initial indications are that the grade, size distribution and quality 
assortment of the diamonds recovered are consistent with previous sampling. 

The results of the current sampling will be used to support an economic assessment for the development 
of a Renard 4‐Renard 9 open pit, which will require a water retention structure within Lagopède Lake. If 
successful, such a pit would provide sufficient ore to take full advantage of the increased process plant 
capacity created by the introduction of the new ore‐sorting circuit. 

Management Change 

Effective January 1, 2019, Mr. Matt Manson stepped down as President and CEO of the Corporation and 
was succeeded by Mr. Patrick Godin. Mr. Godin was the Corporation’s Chief Operating Officer, and has 
served in this role since 2010.  

On January 28, 2019, Mr. Patrick Sévigny, previously the Corporation’s Manager, Mining Operations, was 
appointed to the position of Vice President, Operations. In his new role, Mr. Sévigny oversees all aspects 
of the Renard mine, including both mining and processing operations. 

On February 28, 2019, Mr. Ian Holl who held the position of Vice President, Processing, announced his 
departure from the Corporation. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Current Quarter 

Revenues 

Revenues during the Current Quarter totalled $23.3 million (Three months ended December 31, 2017, 
(herein after the “Comparative Quarter”) – $55.5 million). Revenues in the Current Quarter include $4.1 
million recognized from the contract liabilities related to the upfront proceeds received by the 
Corporation under the Amended Renard Stream agreement in consideration for future commitments to 
deliver diamonds at contracted prices ($7.2 million deferred revenue in the Comparative Quarter in 2017) 
and a cumulative adjustment decreasing revenues by $13.0 million in the fourth quarter of 2018 
related to revised timing of forecast deliveries and an increase of the forecast of supplemental 
diamonds to be delivered.  

Revenues during the Current Quarter were primarily affected by lower volumes of carats sold of run‐of‐
mine3, weakening of diamond pricing in the second half of 2018, and the lower per carat cash price 
receivable under the Amended Renard Stream Agreement completed October 2, 2018, defined as the 
lesser of 40% per achieved sales price or US$40 per carat. Previously the Renard Stream agreement 
provided for a per carat cash price receivable of US$50 per carat escalating at 1% per annum. 

Two tender sales were completed during the fourth quarter. In total, 253,929 carats of run‐of‐mine3 
production were sold, representing carats produced between July 21st and October 5th 2018. Gross 
proceeds4 were $31 million at an average price of US$92 per carat ($122 per carat5) (Comparative Quarter 
–486,633 carats in 2 tender sales with gross proceeds4 of $52.6 million). On a segmented basis, 190,187 
carats of +7 DTC sieve size diamonds were sold at an average price of US$118 per carat ($157 per carat5), 
and 63,742 carats of ‐7 DTC sieve size diamonds were sold at an average price of US$15 per carat ($20 per 
carat5).  

In addition to the sale of run‐of‐mine3 production, 58,313 carats of supplemental3 diamonds smaller than 
the ‐7DTC sieve size were sold in an out of tender contract sale for gross proceeds4 of $0.83 million at an 
average price of US$14 per carat ($19 per carat10). The supplemental3 diamond production represents 
recoveries of small diamonds produced between July 21st and October 5th 2018 that are in excess of that 
expected from the Renard Mineral Resource. 

Cost of goods sold 

The Corporation’s cost of goods sold were $54.1 million (Comparative Quarter – $43.3 million) related to 
mining, processing, rough diamond sorting activities, site services and depreciation. Cost of goods sold for 
the Current Quarter includes a $16.6 million write‐down (of which $8.3 million is included in depreciation 
expense) to bring stockpile, work‐in‐progress and finished goods inventories to their net realizable value. 
The increase in cost of goods sold from the Comparative Quarter relates primarily to the inventory write‐
down attributable to the processing of a higher proportion of lower grade ore and lower diamond market 
prices. Depreciation included in cost of goods sold was $27.5 million during the Current Quarter 
(Comparative Quarter ‐ $17.6 million). Increased depreciation expense due to capital expenditure of $88.2 
million during the year and to the inventory write‐down included in depreciation expense of $8.3 million.  

For the Current Quarter, cash‐operating cost per tonne processed2 was $60.1, compared to $42.1 per 
tonne in the Comparative Quarter. Cash operating cost per carat recovered2 was $74.9, compared to $54.9 
in the Comparative Quarter. The increase is explained by lower carat recoveries due to the processing of 
lower grade ore. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Current Quarter – continued – 

Impairment charge 

Please refer to Year‐to‐Date section for details. 

Selling, general and administrative expenses 

Selling, general and administrative expenses represent a portion of the Corporation’s operating costs for 
its head and regional offices, including salaries, benefits, director fees and share‐based compensation, 
and all expenses incurred related to the diamond sales process. Total expenses of $3.4 million decreased 
$0.8 million from $4.2 million in the comparable period, primarily attributable to $0.5 million decrease in 
selling expenses due to lower sales during the year.   

Exploration expenses 

Exploration expenses of $0.8 million (before $1.1 million of income tax credit) were primarily related to 
resource development work undertaken on new targets on the Corporation‘s Renard property (see 
Exploration Update). In the Comparative Quarter, exploration expenses totalled $0.3 million, primarily 
related to work done on the Corporation’s Adamantin property. 

Financial expenses 

Financial expenses for the fourth quarter were $22.3 million (Comparative Quarter – $3.1 million), and 
were impacted by the application of IFRS 15, which increased accretion expenses on contract liabilities by 
$12.6 million. The remaining increase of $6.6 million in financial expenses is primarily attributable to an 
increase of $4.1 million in fair value adjustments in respect to convertible debentures and to $2.8 million 
increase in interest expenses, due primarily to the second draw of the Senior Secured Loan disbursed in 
the second quarter of 2017. 

Foreign exchange gain (loss) 

A net foreign exchange loss of $6.0 million in the fourth quarter (Comparative Quarter ‐ $0.5 million loss) 
was primarily due to a $4.3 million foreign exchange loss on the convertible debentures, and a $2.2 million 
foreign exchange loss on the equipment financing facility, which are denominated in US dollars, reflecting 
the depreciation of the Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar. 

Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted Revenue 

The Corporation reported adjusted EBITDA2 of $2.9 million representing 8.9% of revenue in the Current 
Quarter (Comparative Quarter – $25.2 million representing 45.5% of revenues). The decrease in adjusted 
EBITDA2 as compared to the Comparative Quarter relates primarily to $22.8 million decrease in adjusted 
revenues2 and by a $0.9 million increase in operating expenses, which includes a $8.2 million write‐down 
of cash operating costs12 included in inventory, to bring stockpile, work‐in‐progress and finished goods 
inventories to their net realizable value related to the processing of a higher proportion of lower grade 
ore in the Current Quarter. See “Cost of Goods Sold” under “Financial Highlights” for more information. 

  

                                                           
12 Operating costs excluding depreciation. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Current Quarter – continued – 

Income taxes 

During the three months ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation recognized a tax expense of $99.4 
million representing an effective tax rate of (68.3)%, compared to the combined Canadian federal and 
provincial statutory income tax rate of 26.8%. A significant portion of the deferred tax assets that were 
previously recognized were reversed. The Corporation recognizes the benefit of tax attributes only to the 
extent of anticipated future taxable income that can be reduced by these tax attributes. The remaining 
difference with statutory rate is primarily due to a permanent difference arising from the impairment of 
property, plant and equipment, and mining taxes. For further details, see Note 15 of the audited 
consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 

Net loss and Adjusted net loss 

The Corporation reported net loss of $244.9 million (Comparative Quarter – $118.6 million loss) due 
primarily to an impairment charge of $83.2 million, a deferred income tax expense of $106.2 million, 
decrease in gross profit by $43.1 million, higher finance expenses and foreign exchange loss. See “Income 
taxes”, “Revenues”, “Cost of goods sold”, “Financial expenses” and “Foreign exchange gain (loss)” under 
“Financial Highlights” for more information.  

The Corporation reported an Adjusted net loss2 of $ 28.6 million during the Current Quarter, compared to 
Adjusted net income2 of $ 6.9 million in the Comparative Quarter. The decrease is primarily explained by 
decrease in gross profit of $31.7 million in the Current Quarter. See “Revenues”, “Cost of goods sold” and 
“Income taxes” under “Financial Highlights” for more information. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Year‐to‐Date 

Revenues 

Revenues during the year ended December 31, 2018 totalled $165.5 million (December 31, 2017 – $196.5 
million). Included in revenue was $39.0 million recognized from the contract liabilities related to the 
upfront proceeds received by the Corporation under the Renard Stream agreement and Amended Stream 
agreement (Prior year ‐ $25.1 million of deferred revenue). Increase in revenue from contract liabilities 
reflects the modified retrospective adoption of IFRS 15.  

Revenues during 2018 were primarily affected by lower volumes of carats sold of run‐of‐mine3 resulting 
from the mining of lower grade stope’s in the underground mine, weakening of diamond pricing in the 
second half of 2018, and the per carat cash price receivable under the Amended Renard Stream 
Agreement completed October 2, 2018, defined as the lesser of 40% per achieved sales price or US$40 
per carat. Previously the Renard Stream agreement provided for receivables of US$50 per carat escalating 
at 1% per annum. 

During 2018, 1.04 million carats of run‐of‐mine3 production were sold for gross proceeds4 of $141 million6, 
at an average price of US$105 per carat ($136 per carat6) (December 31, 2017 – 1.70 million carats for 
gross proceeds4 of $186.2 million). In addition to run‐of‐mine3 production, 164,322 carats of 
supplemental3 diamond production were sold for gross proceeds4 of $3.5 million at an average price of 
US$16 per carat ($21 per carat6).  

Cost of goods sold 

For the current period, the Corporation’s cost of goods sold were $227.1 million (December 31, 2017 –
$149.2 million) related to mining, processing, rough diamond sorting activities, site services and 
depreciation. Included in cost of goods sold is $3.2 million of operating expenses related to low grade ore 
stockpiles to be processed towards the end of the mine life, and therefore treated directly as a production 
cost. Cost of goods sold for the Current period includes a $58.1 million write‐down (of which $25.7 million 
is included in depreciation expense) to bring stockpile, work‐in‐progress and finished goods inventories 
to their net realizable value. The increase in cost of goods sold from the Comparative Period primarily 
relates to the inventory write‐down due to the processing of a higher proportion of lower grade ore which 
has a lower net realizable value and lower diamond market prices. The remainder of the variation relates 
to the transition to underground mining, and is in line with expectations. Depreciation included in cost of 
goods sold was $95.5 million (December 31, 2017 –$57.7 million). Increased depreciation expense due to 
capital expenditure of $88.2 million during the year and to the inventory write‐down included in 
depreciation expense of $25.7 million.  

For the Current period, cash‐operating cost per tonne processed2 was $ 57.1, compared to $45.0 per 
tonne for the Comparative period. The increase in cost per tonne is due primarily to the transition to 
underground mining, the ramp‐up to design capacity which was achieved at the end of August. Cash 
operating cost per carat recovered2 was $ 100.4, compared to $53.6 for the Comparative period. The 
increase is due primarily to lower carat recoveries due to the processing of lower grade ore. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Year‐to‐Date – continued – 

Impairment charge 

As at December 31, 2018, the Corporation assessed the recoverable amount of its cash generating unit 
(“CGU”), namely, the Renard Mine CGU. As at December 31, 2018, the carrying value of the Renard Mine 
CGU exceeded its estimated recoverable amount resulting in an impairment charge of $83 million being 
recognized in the consolidated statements of loss, related to mineral properties in property, plant and 
equipment, which primarily reflects an outlook of lower than expected diamond pricing. 

The Renard Mine CGU’s recoverable amount of $542 million as at December 31, 2018, was determined 
using FVLCD, which was calculated based on projected future cash flows utilizing the latest information 
available and Management’s estimates, including; throughput and grade, revenues, operating costs, 
general and administrative costs, capital expenditures, foreign exchange rates and diamond price, 
including anticipated increases in pricing by way of size distribution and quality profile improvements 
following plant adjustments and improving market dynamics. Projected future cash flows also include 
cash flows arising from mineral resources that are expected to be converted as mineral reserves. 

These projected cash flows were prepared using a 2% inflation estimate, a 2.5% escalation factor on 
diamond pricing, and discounted using a post‐tax discount rate of 9.75% on cash flows from proven and 
probable mineral reserves, and 12.75% on cash flows from mineral resources expected to be converted 
as mineral reserves, in each case representing the estimated weighted average cost of capital. These rates 
were estimated based on the capital asset pricing model where the costs of equity and debt were based 
on, among other things, estimated interest rates, market returns on equity, share volatility, leverage and 
risks specific to the mining sector and the Renard Mine CGU. The valuation is considered to be level 3 in 
the fair value hierarchy due to unobservable inputs. 

Sensitivities 

The projected cash flows and estimated FVLCD can be affected by any one or more changes in the 
estimates used. Changes in diamond price per carat and discount rate have the most substantial influence 
on the Renard Mine CGU’s valuation. A 10% change in diamond price per carat and foreign exchange rates 
would each change FVLCD by approximately $167 million, while a 0.5% increment in the discount rate 
would change FVLCD by approximately $15 million. If the Renard Mine CGU were to continue to operate 
at current diamond pricing levels, there would be a further impairment charge. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Year‐to‐Date – continued – 

Selling, general and administrative expenses 

Selling, general and administrative expenses represent a portion of the Corporation’s operating costs for 
its head and regional offices, including salaries, benefits, director fees and share‐based compensation, 
and all expenses incurred related to the diamond sales process. Total expenses of $18.1 million increased 
$0.3 million from $17.8 million in the comparable period, reflecting an increase in administration costs of 
$0.9 million, partially offset by a decrease of $0.9 million in selling expenses. In 2018, the Corporation 
introduced an ESPP, a PSU and a Deferred Share Unit (“DSU”) plan which increased costs by $2.4 million, 
partially offset by a decrease in Stock based compensation expense by $1.7 million with the elimination 
of the option program.  

Exploration expenses 

Exploration expenses of $3.2 million, including an income tax credit for exploration of $1.1 million, was 
primarily related to resource development work undertaken on the Renard 4 kimberlites and work done 
on new targets on the Corporation‘s Renard property (see Exploration Update). For the Comparative 
Period, exploration expenses totalled $2.1 million, primarily related to work done on the Corporation’s 
Adamantin property.  

Financial expenses 

Financial expenses for the year ended December 31, 2018, were $82.2 million (December 31, 2017‐ $8.0 
million) and were impacted by the modified retrospective adoption of IFRS 15, which increased accretion 
expenses in respect of contract liabilities by $56.1 million. The remaining increase is largely attributable 
to an $11.8 million decrease in fair value adjustments reported in 2017 in respect of the Corporation’s 
convertible debentures and to $8.1 million in incremental financial expenses related to increased 
borrowings. 

Foreign exchange (loss) gain  

A net foreign exchange loss of $9.7 million in 2018 (December 31, 2017‐ $8.3 million gain) was primarily 
due to a $6.8 million foreign exchange loss on the convertible debentures, and a $3.5 million foreign 
exchange loss on the equipment financing facility, which are denominated in US dollars, reflecting the 
depreciation of the Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – continued – 

Year‐to‐Date – continued – 

Adjusted EBITDA 

For the Current period, the Corporation reported adjusted EBITDA2 of $(7.9) million representing (5.4)% 
of adjusted revenues2 (December 31, 2017 – $85.0 million representing 43.3% of revenues). The decrease 
in adjusted EBITDA2 relates primarily to a decrease in adjusted revenues2 of $51.4 million and by a $40.1 
million increase in operating expenses, which includes a $32.4 million write‐down of cash operating 
costs12 included in inventory, to bring stockpile, work‐in‐progress and finished goods inventories to their 
net realizable value as a result of the processing a higher proportion of lower grade ore in during the 
Current period. See “Revenues”, “Cost of Goods Sold” under “Financial Highlights” for more information.  
Income taxes 

During the year ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation recognized a tax expense of $71.3 million 
representing an effective tax rate of (27.6%), compared to the combined Canadian federal and provincial 
statutory income tax rate of 26.7%. As at December 31, 2018, the Corporation had temporary difference 
with a tax benefit of $151.7 million (December 31, 2017 ‐ $7.7 million) which have not been recognized 
as deferred tax assets. A significant portion of the deferred tax assets that were previously recognized 
were reversed as the Corporation recognizes the benefit of tax attributes only to the extent that they can 
be used against anticipated future taxable income. The remaining difference compared to the statutory 
rate is primarily due to a permanent difference arising from the impairment of property, plant and 
equipment, and mining taxes. For further details, see Note 15 of the audited consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 

Net loss and Adjusted net loss 

For the Current period, the Corporation reported net loss of $329.4 million (December 31, 2017 – $114.2 
million), and Adjusted net Loss2 of $ 133.8 million (December 31, 2017 – $ 4.9 million). The $128.9 million 
increase in Adjusted net loss2 relates primarily to a decrease in gross profit of $123.4 million (before $20.4 
million of additional revenues and $5.9 million of additional depreciation expense under IFRS 15), which 
includes a $58.1 million write‐down to bring stockpile, work‐in‐progress and finished goods inventories to 
their net realizable value.  
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2018 ACTUAL RESULTS COMPARED TO GUIDANCE   
   
  For the year ended 

 December 31,  Updated Guidance 
 2018 2018 

   
MINING AND PROCESSING   
Open Pit Tonnes Mined 2,265,895 2.4 to 2.5 million 
Underground Tonnes Mined 1,819,072 1.8 to 1.85 million 
Ore tonnes Processed 2,328,300 2.35 to 2.4 million 
Carats Recovered 1,324,123 1.35 ‐ 1.40 million 
Grade (cpht) 57 54 to 56 
Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed2 $57.1 $48‐$50 
Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered2 $100.4 $88‐$90 
   
SELLING AND MARKETING   
Carats Sold  1,203,289 1.20 to 1.25 million 
Average Diamond Price Achieved (+7)2 US$ 136 US$ 125‐165 
Average Diamond Price Achieved (‐7)2 US$ 18 US$ 15‐19 
 .  
CAPITAL   
Capital Expenditures(1) $88.2 million $90 to $95 million 

(1) Capital Expenditures2 guidance does not include the approved extraordinary capital expenditure the plant improvement program. 

 
Total open pit tonnes mined in 2018 were below guidance, at 2,265,895 tonnes mined out of a plan of 
2.40 to 2.50 million tonnes (94% of the lower end of the range). This is due to the decision to leave some 
ore in the pit to preserve the pit slope stability during the excavation process. Total underground tonnes 
mined in 2018 were within the updated guidance, at 1,819,072 tonnes mined out of a plan of 1.80 to 1.85 
million tonnes. 

Processing activities at Renard during 2018 were below guidance, with 2,328,300 tonnes or ore processed 
with a diamond recovery of 1,324,123 carats at an attributable grade of 57 cpht, compared to a plan of 
2.35 to 2.40 million tonnes processed and 1.35 to 1.40 million carats recovered (99% and 98% of the lower 
end of the ranges, respectively). Tonnes processed and carats recovered were lower than planned in the 
second half of November and December due to technical issues with the front‐end of the process plant. 
These issues were related to freezing conditions in the process plant’s ore bins and to the coarser head 
feed size that resulted from the transition in the principal underground mining method to an Assisted 
Block Cave. Both of these root causes are currently being addressed, with the addition of steam injectors 
to the ore bins and the increase in rockbreaking capacity on the primary crusher pad. In 2018, carat 
recoveries were also affected by delays in the ramp‐up of the Renard 2 underground mine, the processing 
of low grade stockpiles to curtail the shortfall in mined tonnes during the transition from open pit to 
underground operations, and the mining of lower than expected grades at the margin of the orebody 
during the initial phase of the underground ramp‐up. To a lesser extent, they were also affected by a 
forest fire that resulted in 3‐day suspension of operations at the Renard Mine in July, and by the 
unscheduled batch processing of Renard 4 ore in November for sampling purposes. By the end of the third 
quarter, the ramp‐up of underground production at Renard 2 had been completed, and a steady feed was 
achieved from underground operations. Recovered grade improved by 39% and 45% in the third and 
fourth quarters, respectively. Carat recoveries improved by 47% in both the third and fourth quarters. 
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2018 ACTUAL RESULTS COMPARED TO GUIDANCE – continued – 

Cash operating costs per tonne processed2 and costs per carat2, at $ 57.1 per tonne processed and $ 100.4 
per carat recovered, were higher than the guidance of $48 to $50 and of $88 to $90, respectively due to 
lower tonnages and carat recoveries during the year as well as due to the costs associated with the write 
down of inventories. 

A total of 1,203,289 carats were sold in 2018, within the updated guidance of 1.20 to 1.25 million carats. 
This included 1,038,967 carats of run‐of‐mine3 production sold for gross proceeds4 of $141 million, at an 
average price of US$105 per carat ($136 per carat6) and 164,322 carats of supplemental3 diamond 
production sold for gross proceeds4 of $3.5 million at an average price of US$16 per carat ($21 per carat6). 
Pricing was affected by a significant rough market price correction in the second half of 2018. This market 
decline is partly attributed to the further weakening Indian Rupee, a reduction in credit available to 
diamantaires, excess of polished inventory in India and the fluctuating seasonal effects caused by 
important Indian and Jewish holidays in the third and fourth quarters. 

Capital expenditures2, of $88.2 million, were slightly below the guidance range of $90 to $95 million. 
Expenditures were principally related to the completion of the ore‐sorting circuit, development of the 
underground mine, the purchase of underground mining equipment and open pit development in Renard 
65. 

Development capital expenditures in the underground mine during the year focused on lateral 
development on the 290 meter drilling drifts for the upper portion of the Renard 2 kimberlite, as well as 
development of the main ramp towards the 470 meter level and development of access drifts to the 
Renard 3 kimberlite. 

2019 GUIDANCE 
 
The information contained in this section of the MD&A contains forward‐looking statements that are 
based on certain estimates and assumptions and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may vary 
materially from management’s expectations. See the Forward‐Looking Statements and Risks and 
Uncertainties sections for further information. The Corporation’s guidance for 2019, issued on January 16, 
2019, is set out in the following table.  
 
 2019 Guidance 
  

MINING AND PROCESSING  
Tonnes Processed 2.40 - 2.55 million 
Carats Recovered 1.80 - 2.10 million 
Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed $ 47-54 
Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered $ 57-72 
  
SELLING AND MARKETING  
Carats Sold (carats) * 1.80 – 2.10 million 
Average Pricing (US$/carat) $ 80 – 105 
  
CAPITAL  
Capital Expenditures $70 - 80 million 

* FY2019 Carats sold and average pricing are inclusive of both run‐of‐mine3 and supplemental3 diamond production. 
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MINERAL RESERVES UPDATE 
 
Mineral Reserves as of December 31, 2018 have been updated based on mining depletion. Exclusive of 
the Mineral Reserves, the Renard Diamond Mine includes additional Indicated Mineral Resources of 3.7 
million carats (8.7 million tonnes at 42 cpht), Inferred Mineral Resources of 13.0 million carats (23.4 
million tonnes at 56 cpht), and 33.0 to 71.1 million carats of non‐resource exploration upside (76.2 to 
113.2 million tonnes at grades ranging from 43 to 63 cpht). Readers are cautioned that the potential 
quantity and grade of any such exploration target is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient 
exploration to define a mineral resource, and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the target 
being delineated as a mineral resource. All kimberlites remain open at depth. The 2018 Updated Mineral 
Resource incorporates geological data on kimberlite contacts and internal geology as revealed through 
development production and drilling activites at the Renard Diamond Mine. 
 
 Tonnes Grade Carats 

PROVEN MINERAL RESERVES (thousands) (cpht) (thousands) 
    
STOCKPILE    
Renard 2, all units 1,807 26.9 486 

Renard 2 27 91.9 25 
CRB‐2A 402 33.4 134 
CRB 1,378 23.7 327 

Renard 3 0 20.6 0 
Renard 65 96 28.6 28 
TOTAL PROVEN MINERAL RESERVES -    

STOCKPILE 1,903 26.9 513 

    
    
 Tonnes Grade Carats 

PROBABLE MINERAL RESERVES (thousands) (cpht) (thousands) 
    
OPEN PIT    
Renard 65 2,609 25.5 665 
TOTAL PROBABLE MINERAL RESERVES -    

OPEN PIT 2,609 25.5 665 

    
    
 Tonnes Grade Carats 

PROBABLE MINERAL RESERVES (thousands) (cpht) (thousands) 
    
UNDERGROUND    
Renard 2 ‐ Crown pillar 176 59.1 104 
Renard 2 16,301 87.7 14,303 
Renard 3 891 99.1 883 
Renard 4 3,693 49.2 1,817 
TOTAL PROBABLE MINERAL RESERVES -    

UNDERGROUND 21,061 81.2 17,106 
TOTAL PROVEN AND PROBABLE RESERVES 25,074 71.5 18,284 
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES 

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting principles applicable 
to a going concern, which contemplates the realization of assets and settlement of liabilities in the normal 
course of business as they come due. In assessing whether the going concern assumption is appropriate, 
management takes into account all available information about the future, which is at least, but not 
limited to twelve months from the end of the reporting period. As at December 31, 2018, the Corporation 
had working capital of $6.6 million ($65.4 million excluding the current portion of contract liabilities), an 
accumulated deficit of $658.4 million and had incurred a loss of $329.4 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2018 reflecting current market diamond prices. As at December 31, 2018, cash and cash 
equivalents stood at $35.8 million. These amounts exclude $18.8 million representing restricted deposits 
related to debt service reserve accounts.  

Management estimates that the working capital as at December 31, 2018 will not be sufficient to meet 
the Corporation's obligations, commitments and budgeted expenditures through December 31, 2019 in 
the current market diamond price environment. Management is aware, in making its assessment, of 
material uncertainties related to events and conditions that may cast a significant doubt upon the 
Corporation's ability to continue as a going concern as described in the preceding paragraph, and 
accordingly, the appropriateness of the use of accounting principles applicable to a going concern. The 
consolidated financial statements do not reflect the adjustment to the carrying values of assets and 
liabilities, expenses and balance sheet classifications that would be necessary if the going concern 
assumption was not appropriate. These adjustments could be material.  

The Corporation’s ability to continue future operations and fund its planned activities is dependent on 
Management’s ability to secure additional financing where required, if a funding shortfall exists. Any 
funding shortfall may be met in the future in a number of ways, including, but not limited to, the issuance 
of new debt or equity instruments. While the amendments have not yet been executed, based on the 
negotiations currently being held with the various parties, the Corporation is confident it will be able to 
enter into agreements to amend the tangible net worth covenant to exclude therefrom the impact of the 
application of IFRS 15 and to reduce the tangible net worth to maintain from $250 million to $225 million. 
While Management has been successful in securing financing and amendments of financing arrangements 
in the past, there can be no assurance that it will be able to do so in the future or that these sources of 
funding or initiatives will be available to the Corporation or that they will be available on terms which are 
acceptable to the Corporation. If management is unable to obtain new funding, the Corporation may be 
unable to continue its operations, and amounts realized for assets might be less than amounts reflected 
in these consolidated financial statements. 

Liquidity risk is the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with 
financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. Longer‐term risks 
associated with satisfying its contractual obligations in respect of its debt and convertible debentures are 
dependent on the Corporation’s ability to generate future cash flows. The Corporation manages its 
liquidity risk by forecasting cash flow requirements for its planned operating activities as well as its 
investing and financing activities.  
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 

As at December 31, 2018, the Corporation had current monetary assets of $51.4 million, which includes 
cash and  cash equivalents, receivables and the derivative financial instruments classified as current 
assets, to settle current monetary  liabilities of $54.0 million, which includes payables and accrued 
liabilities, the current portion of long‐term debt,  and  the  derivative  financial  instruments  classified  as  
current  liabilities.  The Corporation’s current assets also comprise $52.6 million of rough‐diamond 
inventory expected to be sold during the first quarter of 2019, and therefore used towards settling current 
monetary liabilities. The Corporation’s trade and other payables have contractual maturities of less than 
30 days and are subject to normal trade terms. The Corporation  regularly  evaluates  its  available  liquidity  
to  ensure  it  has  sufficient  cash  resources  to  meet  its  operating  and  capital  requirements.  As at 
December 31, 2018, the Corporation was in compliance with all of its debt covenants. In order to comply 
with  these  covenants  in  future  periods,  the  Corporation  will  need  to  execute  on  its  cash  flow  
estimates, including market diamond prices,  and  on  management’s plans for future actions (see Note 1 
– Going Concern of the audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018). 
On June 26, 2018, the Corporation received deferral of principal payments totalling $10.4 million for the 
unsecured debt facility and the senior secured loan from June 30, 2018 to, but excluding, September 30, 
2018.  On September 30, 2018, the Corporation received another deferral of principal payments totalling 
$10.8 million for the unsecured debt facility and the senior secured loan from June 30, 2018 to, but 
excluding, October 31, 2018. On October 2, 2018, Stornoway announced a series of financing transactions 
with lenders and key stakeholders designed to provide greater financial and operating flexibility (the 
”2018 Financing Package”). In September and October 2018, the Company received the rights to defer 
principal payments from June 30, 2018 to 2020, totalling $9.2 million for the Unsecured Debt Facility and 
$37.1 million for the Senior Secured Loan. In addition, the maturity dates for both liabilities have been 
modified. They are set to July 1, 2021 for the Unsecured Debt Facility and June 30, 2021 for the Senior 
Secured Loan. On December 11, 2018, the Corporation received the right to defer principal payments 
totalling $7.4 million for the Renard Mine Road Debt Facility from December 31, 2018 up to, and including, 
December 31, 2019. On October 2, 2018, the Renard diamond streaming agreement was amended 
comprising a supplementary up front deposit of the US dollar equivalent of $45 million in cash and certain 
sales and pricing changes (see note 14 – Contract liabilities of the audited consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 2018). On October 2, 2018 and December 7, 2018, the 
Corporation completed a treasury offering with la Caisse and Ressources Québec on a private placement 
basis for gross proceeds of approximately $30 million (see Note 17 – Share capital of the audited 
consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018). 
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 

Management believes that the assumptions used by the Corporation in preparing its estimates, including 
market diamond prices, are reasonable and plans for future actions are feasible. Failure to comply with 
these covenants in the future may result in an event of default. If such event of default is not cured or 
waived, the Corporation may suffer adverse effects on its operations, business or financial condition, 
including termination of the debt facilities and acceleration of debts, and being required to return non‐
offset portions of the deposit received on the Stream agreement to the streamers (with an applicable rate 
of interest from the payment date of the deposit) due to cross default provisions. In such situation, there 
can be no assurance that the assets of the Corporation would be sufficient to repay such indebtedness or 
any non‐offset portions of the deposit received on the Stream agreement in full, and such default could 
result in secured creditors’ realization of collateral.  In order to comply with these covenants in future 
periods, the Corporation will need to execute on its cash flow estimates, including market diamond prices, 
and on management’s plans for future actions. 

Consolidated cash flows 
 
Below is a summary of the Corporation’s cash flow activities: 
 
 For the three months ended For the year ended 

 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 
     
Cash flow provided by (used in) operating activities,     

before changes in non‐cash working capital 44,321 20,876 6,796 53,079 
Changes in non‐cash working capital (26,671) (8,512) 193 12,785 
Cash provided by (used in) operating activities 17,650 12,364 6,989 65,864 
Cash provided by (used in) investing activities (14,532) (58,403) (54,693) (119,433) 
Cash provided by (used in) financing activities 26,059 67,980 17,511 76,921 
Effect of foreign exchange rate changes on cash and     

cash equivalents 747 90 528 (184) 
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 29,924 22,031 (29,665) 23,168 
Cash and cash equivalents ‐ Beginning of Period 5,872 43,430 65,461 42,293 
Cash and cash equivalents - End of Period 35,796 65,461 35,796 65,461 

 
Current Quarter 
 
Cash and cash equivalents increased by $29.9 million in the Current Quarter (Comparative Quarter – 
decreased by $22.0 million). These cash flow movements are primarily explained by the following 
activities. 
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 
 
Current Quarter – continued – 
 
Cash flows provided by operating activities 
 
Cash provided by operating activities was $17.7 million in the Current Quarter (Comparative Quarter – 
$12.4 million), explained by operating cash flows before changes in non‐cash working capital of $44.3 
million (Comparative Quarter  – $20.9 million), and changes in non‐cash working capital of $26.7 million 
(Comparative Quarter ‐ $8.5 million). On October, 2018, the Corporation entered into a  amended 
diamond streaming agreement comprising a supplementary up front deposit of US$45 million so as to 
provide greater financial and operating flexibility. The change in working capital is primarily explained by 
an increase of inventory, decrease in operating payables and accrued liabilities, and by an increase in 
receivables, of $10.9 million, $5.4 million and $11.1 million, respectively (Comparative Quarter – primarily 
due to a decrease in operating payables and accrued liabilities, and by an increase in receivables, of $6.2 
million and $4.9 million, respectively). 
 
Cash flows used in investing activities 
 
Cash used in investing activities was $14.5 million in the current period (Comparative Quarter ‐ $58.4 
million), reflecting cash outlays of $15.5 million for property, plant and equipment (Comparative Quarter 
‐ $43.9 million and $14.0 million for the senior secured loan debt service account, and $6.4 million 
invested in short‐term investments). See “Capital Projects” under “Operational Highlights” for more 
information. 
 
Cash flows provided by financing activities 
 
Cash provided by financing activities was $26.1 million in the current period (Comparative Quarter‐ $68.0 
million). On October 2, 2018 and December 7, 2018, the Corporation completed two treasury offerings 
on a private placement basis, for gross proceeds of approximately $30 million, refer to note 17g of the 
audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. The Corporation also 
made $2.9 million in principal repayments on long‐term debt during the Current Quarter (Comparative 
Quarter – $16.0 million). 
 
Year-to-date 
 
Cash and cash equivalents decreased by $29.7 million, from $65.5 million at December 31, 2017, to $35.8 
million at December 31, 2018. These cash flow movements are primarily explained by the following 
activities. 
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 
 
Year-to-date – continued – 
 
Cash flows provided by operating activities 
 
Cash provided by operating activities was $7.0 million in 2018 (2017  ‐ $ 65.9 million), explained by 
operating cash flows before changes in non‐cash working capital of $6.8 million (2017 ‐ $53.1 million, 
largely driven by proceeds received from the third tranche of the Stream), and changes in non‐cash 
working capital of $0.2 million (2017 ‐ $12.8 million). This is primarily explained by an increase in payables 
and accrued liabilities of $12.8 million offset by an increase in inventory and receivables of $5.7 million 
and $7.1 million, respectively (2017 – primarily due to an increase in payables and accrued liabilities of 
$17.4 million). 
  
Cash flows used in investing activities 
Cash used in investing activities was $54.7 million in 2018 (2017 ‐ $119.4 million), reflecting cash outlays 
of $76.6 million for property, plant and equipment (2017 ‐ $149.1 million), partially offset by $2.0 million 
of proceeds from the sales of fixed assets to be leased back, $4.0 million of decrease in other financial 
assets and the net sales of short term investment in the amount of $15.6 million (2017 ‐ $28.1 million).  
 
Cash flows provided by financing activities 
 
Cash provided by financing activities was $17.5 million in the current period (2017 ‐ $76.9 million). The 
Corporation made $12.0 million in principal repayments on long‐term debt during 2018. On October 2, 
2018 and December 7, 2018, the Corporation completed two treasury offerings on a private placement 
basis, for gross proceeds of approximately $30 million, refer to note 17g of the audited consolidated 
financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. The cash inflows in 2017 reflect a draw of 
$80.0 million on the Senior Secured Loan, which was offset by the repayment of Unsecured Debt Facility 
#2 in the amount of $30.1 million and repayments on long‐term debt of $25.3 million.  
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 
 
Commitments and obligations 
 
In the normal course of business, the Corporation enters into contracts that give rise to commitments. 
The following table summarizes the Corporation’s contractual obligations (see Notes 8, 16 and 25 of the 
audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018): 
 
 Up to 1 year 1-5 years Over 5 years Total 
     

Unsecured debt facility (# 1) 1,615 15,856 ‐ 17,471 
Other secured debt 1,571 6,286 6,286 14,143 
Renard mine road debt facility 2,386 40,322 41,237 83,945 
Senior secured loan 9,998 135,738 ‐ 145,736 
Obligations under finance leases(1) 15,569 38,674 2,619 56,862 
Convertible debentures(1) 6,926 121,378 ‐ 128,304 
Operating Lease Payments 689 1,561 157 2,407 
Other operating commitments (see below) 7,120 21,724 16,641 45,485 

 45,874 381,539 66,940 494,353 
     
(1)    Amounts in US dollars are subject to variable interest rates and are determined based on the current spot rate at December 31, 2018 
 
Other Operating Commitments 
 
Under its long‐term contractual agreement for the supply of liquefied natural gas (“LNG”), the Corporation 
must set aside an amount of $2.0 million in restricted cash. The future minimum payments are based on 
the estimated minimum obligations over the term of the contractual agreement. 
 
Impact and Benefits Agreement 
 
In March 2012, the Corporation entered into an impact and benefits agreement (the “Mecheshoo 
Agreement”) for the Renard Diamond Mine with the Cree Nation of Mistissini and the Grand Council of 
the Crees (Eeyou Istchee)/Cree Regional Authority. The Mecheshoo Agreement is a binding agreement 
that will govern the long‐term working relationship between the Corporation and the Cree parties during 
all phases of the Renard Diamond Mine. It provides for training, employment and business opportunities 
for the Cree during the Renard Diamond Mine construction, operation and closure, and sets out the 
principles of social, cultural and environmental respect under which the project will be managed. The 
Mecheshoo Agreement includes a mechanism by which the Cree parties will benefit financially from the 
success of the project on a long‐term basis, consistent with the mining industry’s best practices for 
engagement with First Nations communities. 
 
Royalty 
 
The Renard Diamond Mine is subject to a 2% royalty interest on diamond sales (calculated as 2% of the 
actual gross selling price in Canadian Dollars, minus the lesser of: 3% marketing costs and the actual 
diamond selling costs) and a 2% NSR on minerals other than diamonds.  
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES – continued – 
 
Commitments and obligations – continued – 
 
Financial Guarantee 
 
SDCI is required to provide a financial guarantee to the Québec government of $15.2 million with respect 
to the Closure Plan for the Renard Diamond Project. In connection with the surety bond, SDCI provided 
cash collateral of $3.0 million to the underwriter of the surety bond. This amount is recorded in Other 
Financial Assets on the Consolidated Statements of Financial Position. Under an updated Closure Plan 
submitted to the Québec Ministère de l’Énergie et des Ressources Naturelles (“MERN”) for approval in 
June 2018, the financial guarantee will increase to an amount of $21.0 million following the approval of 
the updated plan by the MERN, which approval is expected at the end of 2019. 
 
Contingencies 
 
Pursuant to flow‐through financing agreements entered into with investors in 2013 under the look‐back 
rules, the Corporation committed to incur, in 2014, Canadian Exploration Expenses with specific criteria 
in accordance with Canadian tax laws. In January 2018, the Corporation received from the Canada 
Revenue Agency (“CRA”) a proposed assessment denying eligibility of certain expenses. After discussions 
with CRA, management approved proposed adjustments which has no monetary impact for the 
Corporation, no significant impact on unused deductions and no impact on the applicable flow through 
subscription agreements. The final notice of assessment has been received. 
 
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS  
 
The Corporation’s financial instruments consist of cash and cash equivalents, receivables, other financial 
assets, publicly traded securities, accounts payable and accrued liabilities, long‐term debt, and convertible 
debentures. The Corporation’s financial instruments and risk management disclosure can be found in 
Note 8 of the audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 
 
The Corporation is exposed to foreign currency risk principally as its revenues are denominated in US 
dollars, while the majority of the Corporation’s current and anticipated capital and operating expenditures 
are in Canadian dollars. From time to time, the Corporation mitigates its foreign exchange exposure to US 
dollar denominated sales by entering into forward foreign exchange and option contracts. The 
Corporation’s risk management policy authorizes hedging up to 75% of its foreign currency exposure, on 
a rolling 24‐month basis. 
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FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS – continued – 
 
The Corporation has designated the derivative contracts in the table below as a cash flow hedge of highly 
probable future revenue. The Corporation uses derivative financial instruments only for risk management 
purposes, not for generating trading profits. The effects of the foreign currency related hedging 
instruments on the Corporation’s financial position and performance are as follows: 
  As at December 31, 2018 

 Exchange rate  Hedge Notional 
 range Maturity ratio(1) amount 
     

Derivatives designated as cash flow hedges (revenues):     
Currency option collars to sell/buy (US$ for CA$)  1.2525 ‐ 1.3450 up to 12 months 1:1  US$ 54,750 
Forward contracts to sell (US$ for CA$)  1.2675 ‐ 1.3305  up to 12 months 1:1  US$ 54,750 

(1)    The foreign exchange forward and option contracts are denominated in the same currency as the highly probable future revenue (US$), 
therefore the hedge ratio is 1:1. 
 

  As at December 31, 2017 

 Exchange rate  Notional  

 range Maturity amount 
    

Derivatives designated as cash flow hedges (revenues):    

Currency option collars to sell/buy (US$ for CA$) 1.2000 ‐ 1.2650 up to 12 months US$ 35,000 
Forward contracts to sell (US$ for CA$) 1.2360 up to 12 months US$ 17,500 

 
The fair value of foreign exchange forward contracts is determined using the discounted value of the 
difference between the value of the contract at expiry calculated using the contracted exchange rate and 
the exchange rate a financial institution would use if it renegotiated the same contract under the same 
conditions as at the consolidated balance sheet date. The fair value of foreign exchange option contracts 
is determined using the Black‐Scholes pricing model where, in addition to the exchange rate a financial 
institution would use if it renegotiated the same contract under the same conditions as at the 
consolidated balance sheet date, market‐quoted volatilities are also factored into the valuation. In both 
cases, the discount rates are adjusted for the credit risk of the Corporation or of the counterparty, as 
applicable. When determining credit risk adjustments, the Corporation considers master netting 
agreements, if applicable. 
 
For the three and twelve months ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation recognized unrealized losses 
of $4.7 million (December 31, 2017 – $0.6 million) and $3.3 million (December 31, 2017 – $0.7 million), 
respectively, in other comprehensive loss in respect of these derivatives. For the three and twelve months 
ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation also recognized realized losses related to the effective portion 
of its hedging instruments of $0.9 million (December 31, 2017 – $0.1 million realized gain) and $3.1 million 
(December 31, 2017 – $0.5 million realized gain), respectively, within revenues. 
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SELECTED QUARTERLY INFORMATION  
 
The following table sets out selected unaudited interim consolidated quarterly financial information of 
Stornoway covering the last eight quarters and is derived from the unaudited interim consolidated 
financial statements of the Corporation.  
 
   Basic Earnings Diluted Earnings 
 Revenues Net (Loss) Income (Loss) per share (Loss) per share 

     
December 31, 2018 23,271 (244,863) (0.29) (0.29) 
September 30, 2018 29,356 (37,645) (0.05) (0.05) 
June 30, 2018 56,911 (35,864) (0.04) (0.04) 
March 31, 2018 55,949 (10,980) (0.01) (0.01) 
December 31, 2017 55,483 (114,220) (0.14) (0.14) 
September 30, 2017 49,977 2,289 Nil Nil 
June 30, 2017 42,550 3,112 Nil Nil 
March 31, 2017 48,492 (1,175) Nil (0.01) 

 
Changes in the Corporation’s quarterly results are largely driven, in 2018 and 2017, by a number of factors, 
including the number of tender sales concluded during each quarter, the number of carats included in 
each of these tenders, fluctuations in the diamond market, the prevalence of certain diamond categories, 
due to changes in recovery profile, foreign exchange rates, and changes in the fair value of derivatives.  
Additionally, results in 2018 have been influenced by the impairment charge, the de‐recognition of 
deferred tax assets and the application of IFRS 15. The 2017 figures have not been restated for the 
adoption of IFRS 15 and as such the revenues and net (loss) income is not comparable to the 2018 
quarters. 
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OUTSTANDING SHARE CAPITAL 
 
Stornoway’s authorized capital is an unlimited number of common shares. In certain circumstances, the 
Corporation may be required to issue common shares upon conversion of the Convertible Debentures 
(see Note 13 of the consolidated financial statements for year ended December 31, 2018 for further 
details). 
 
As at March 27, 2019, there were 924,301,606 common shares, 33,598,334 stock options, 
19,419,355 PSUs, 5,585,339 DSUs and 56,857,143 warrants issued and outstanding.  
 
The Employee Share Purchase Plan provides for the issuance of 506,678 common shares, calculated on 
the March 26, 2019 share price of $0.175 per share.   
 
Security Based Compensation Arrangements 
 
The maximum number of common shares available for issuance pursuant to the Corporation’s security 
based compensation arrangements, being the Stock Option Plan, the Deferred Share Unit Plan, the 
Performance Share Unit Plan and the Employee Share Purchase Plan, is 10% of the issued and outstanding 
common shares. On October 21, 2014, the Corporation’s shareholders approved the Plan for a further 
three‐year period. The Corporation did not seek shareholder approval to renew the term of the Plan, and 
as a result the last options issued under the Stock Option Plan were awarded on March 6, 2017. As at 
March 27, 2019, the following stock options are outstanding: 
 
  Weighted Average Weighted Average 
 Number of Options Exercise Price Remaining 
Range of Exercise Prices Outstanding (per share/option) Contractual Life 
    

    
$0.51 ‐ $0.71 15,678,334 0.70 0.35 
$0.73 ‐ $1.11 17,920,000 0.88 2.62 
 33,598,334 0.80 1.56 

 
Warrants 
 
As at March 27, 2019, the following warrants are outstanding:  
 

Number of warrants 
Exercise Price 
(per warrant) Expiry date 

14,000,000 0.945 July 8, 2019 
28,571,429 0.455 October 2, 2023 
14,285,714 0.455 December 7, 2023 
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TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES  
 
The Corporation entered into the following transactions with related parties for the year ended December 
31, 2018: 
 

(i) For the year ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation incurred interest and commitment 
fees of $10.0 million and $2.8 million in royalties (2017 – $9.2 million in interest and 
commitment fees and $3.6 million in royalties) with Diaquem, Ressources Quebec (“RQ”) and 
Investissement Quebec (“IQ”). As at December 31, 2018, the total amount of interest payable 
to Diaquem, Ressources Quebec (“RQ”) and Investissement Quebec (“IQ”) is $2.5 million 
(December 31, 2017 ‐ Nil). Collectively, as at December 31, 2018, Diaquem, RQ and IQ own 
25.8% of the Corporation’s issued and outstanding common shares and therefore have 
significant influence over the Corporation; 

(ii) For the year ended December 31, 2018, the Corporation incurred interest of $1.7 million (2017 
‐ $1.7 million) payable to Orion Co‐Investment l Limited (“Orion”). As at December 31, 2018, 
Orion owns 14.1% of the Corporation’s issued and outstanding common shares and US$20.5 
million of the US$81.3 million Convertible Debentures issued and therefore has significant 
influence over the Corporation. 

(iii) As at December 31, 2018, la Caisse owns 11.0% of the Corporation’s issued and outstanding 
common shares. In addition, one of the Corporation’s board members has been appointed by 
la Caisse and la Caisse is part of the streamers under the Corporation’s stream agreement. 
Therefore, la Caisse has significant influence over the Corporation. For the year ended 
December 31, 2018, the Corporation completed sales with la Caisse for a total proceeds of $2.8 
million. (net of selling expenses of $0.2 million). 
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NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES 
 
This MD&A refers to certain financial measures, such as Adjusted Net Loss, Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted 
EBITDA Margin, Adjusted Revenues, Average diamond Pricing Achieved, Cash Operating Cost per Tonne 
Processed, Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered, and Capital Expenditures, which are not measures 
recognized under IFRS and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS. As a result, these 
measures may not be comparable to similar measures reported by other corporations. 
 
Each of these measures have been derived from the Corporation’s financial statements and have been 
defined and calculated based on management’s reasonable judgement. These measures are used by 
management and by investors to assist in assessing the Corporation’s performance. The measures are 
intended to provide additional information to the user and should not be considered in isolation or as a 
substitute for measures prepared in accordance with IFRS. 
 
Adjusted Net Loss 
 
“Adjusted Net Loss” is used by the Corporation to evaluate earnings trends more readily in comparison 
with results from prior periods, as it excludes impacts from impairment charges, the application of IFRS 
15, the reversal of previous booked deferred tax assets, unrealized gains and losses related to changes in 
the fair value of U.S. denominated debt and other non‐recurring or unusual items that are not considered 
to be reflective of the Corporation’s underlying operating performance and unlikely to occur on a regular 
basis. The following table provides a reconciliation of Adjusted Net Loss to net loss: 
 
 For the three months ended For the  year ended 

 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 
     
Net loss (244,863) (118,446) (329,352) (114,220) 
Impairment charge 83,197 171,000 83,197 171,000 
Deferred income tax recovery arising from impairment charge - (41,320) - (41,320) 
Unrealized (gain) loss on FV of derivatives (758) (4,899) (9,919) (21,742) 
Foreign exchange loss (gain) 5,996 529 9,712 (8,332) 
Reversal of previous booked deferred tax assets 110,241  82,010  
IFRS 15 impacts:     

Change in revenue from contract liabilities 9,413 ‐ (20,357) ‐ 
Accretion expense on contract liabilities 12,560 ‐ 56,074 ‐ 
Additional depreciation 1,941 ‐ 5,862 ‐ 
Additional deferred income tax recovery (6,339) ‐ (11,018) ‐ 

Mining tax credit capitalized - ‐ - 9,756 
Adjusted Net Income (Loss) (28,612) 6,864 (133,791) (4,858) 
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NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES – continued – 
 
Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA Margin and Adjusted Revenues 

“Adjusted EBITDA” and “Adjusted EBITDA Margin” are used by management and investors to assess and 
measure the underlying pre‐tax operating performance of the Corporation and are generally regarded by 
management as better measures to evaluate performance trends. “Adjusted Revenues” is used by the 
Corporation to evaluate revenue trends more readily in comparison with results from prior periods. 
 
“Adjusted EBITDA” is defined as net income (loss) before depreciation, interest and other financial 
(income) expenses, and income tax, adjusted for impairment charges, unrealized gains and losses related 
to the changes in fair value of U.S. Denominated debt and other non‐recurring or unusual items that are 
not reflective of the Corporation’s underlying operating performance and unlikely to occur on a regular 
basis. “Adjusted Revenues” is defined as total revenues adjusted for impacts related to the adoption of 
IFRS 15. “Adjusted EBITDA Margin” is the calculation of “Adjusted EBITDA” divided by “Adjusted 
Revenues”. 
 
The following table provides a reconciliation of “Adjusted EBITDA” to net loss: 
 
 For the three months ended For the year ended 
 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 

     
Net loss (244,863) (118,446) (329,352) (114,220) 
Income tax expense (recovery) 99,402 (48,526) 71,267 (28,711) 
Interest and other financial expenses (income) 23,067 8,002 92,121 29,736 
Depreciation 27,468 17,564 95,477 57,671 
Impairment charge 83,197 171,000 83,197 171,000 
Gain on sale of interests in exploration properties - ‐ - (400) 
EBITDA (11,729) 29,594 12,710 115,076 
Unrealized (gain) loss on fair value of derivatives (758) (4,899) (9,919) (21,742) 
Foreign exchange gain (loss) 5,996 529 9,712 (8,332) 
IFRS 15 impact ‐ Change in revenue from contract liabilities 9,413 ‐ (20,357)  
Adjusted EBITDA 2,922 25,224 (7,854) 85,002 

 
The following table provides a reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA Margin to revenues and Adjusted 
Revenues: 
      For the three months ended For the  year ended 
 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 

     
Adjusted EBITDA 2,922 25,224 (7,854) 85,002 
     
Revenues 23,271 55,483 165,487 196,502 
IFRS 15 impact ‐ Change in revenue from contract liabilities 9,413 ‐ (20,357) ‐ 
Adjusted Revenues 32,684 55,483 145,130 196,502 
     
Adjusted EBITDA Margin 8.9% 45.5% -5.4% 43.3% 
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NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES – continued – 
 
Average Diamond Pricing Achieved 

“Average Diamond Pricing Achieved” is used by the Corporation to measure the value of diamonds sold 
into the market in the period, prior to adjustments to reflect the impact of the stream. This measure is 
used by management and investors as it reflects the average diamond price achieved during the period 
and is more comparable to the average diamond price achieved by other diamond producers. Average 
diamond price achieved is calculated on run‐of‐mine3 carats sold only (excludes additional carats sold 
from supplemental3 diamonds) and is calculated based on reported revenues adjusted for the 
amortization of deferred stream revenue, revenue from supplemental before Stream, remittances made 
to/from stream participants from run‐of‐mine production, and gains or losses from revenue hedging 
activities divided by the number of carats sold in the period. 

The following table provides a reconciliation of the Average Diamond Pricing Achieved to revenue: 
 For the three months ended For the year ended 

 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 
     
Revenues 23,271 55,483 165,487 196,502 
Realized cash flow hedges 903 (90) 3,092 (547) 
Amortization of deferred stream revenues 4,063 (7,157) (38,979) (25,025) 
Revenue from supplementals3, before Stream (973) ‐ (4,288) ‐ 
Stream remittances for run of mine3 production 3,710 4,380 15,603 15,256 
Proceeds achieved at sale 30,974 52,616 140,915 186,186 
Carats sold(1) 253,929 486,633 1,038,966 1,701,561 
Average Diamond Pricing Achieved 122 108 136 109 

(1) Excluding additional carats sold from supplemental3 
 

    
 

Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed and per Carat Recovered 

“Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed” and “Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered” are used by 
management and investors to measure the mine’s cash operating cost per tonne processed or per carat 
recovered. Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed is calculated based on reported operating expenses 
adjusted for the impact of inventory variation, excluding depreciation (“Cash Operating Cost”), divided by 
tonnes processed for the period. Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered is the total Cash Operating 
Cost divided by carats recovered. 

The following table provides a reconciliation of the Corporation’s Cash Operating Cost per Tonne 
Processed and per Carat Recovered: 
 For the three months ended For the year ended 
 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 

     
Operating expenses 25,999 24,669 128,850 87,940 
Variation in inventory, excluding depreciation 10,386 (2,825) 4,146 129 
Cash Operating Costs 36,385 21,844 132,996 88,069 
     
Tonnes processed 605,960 518,817 2,328,300 1,956,436 
Carats recovered 485,616 398,267 1,324,123 1,642,934 
Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Processed 60.1 42.1 57.1 45.0 
Cash Operating Cost per Carat Recovered 74.9 54.9 100.4 53.6 
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NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES – continued – 
 
Capital Expenditures 
 
“Capital Expenditures” is the term used by the Corporation and investors to describe capital expenditures 
incurred during the period. This measure is used by management and investors to measure the amount 
of capital spent by the corporation on sustaining, margin improvement, and/or growth capital projects in 
the period. 
 
The following table provides a reconciliation of the Capital Expenditures to the addition of property plant 
and equipment in the notes to financial statements: 
 
 For the three months ended For the year ended 

 December 31, December 31, December 31, December 31, 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 
     
Addition of property, plant and equipment (as per     

Note 9 of financial statements) 15,185 49,123 92,614 131,657 
Change in asset retirement obligation included in     

Property, Plant and Equipment (561) (421) (4,166) (2,322) 
Capital leases included in deposits - ‐ - (708) 
Critical and capital spare parts capitalized 109 (164) 109 (404) 
Share based compensation capitalized 20 (367) (205) (713) 
Other  (530) (167) (582) 
Capital Expenditures 14,753 47,641 88,185 126,928 

 
NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Effective January 1, 2018, the Corporation adopted IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, and IFRS 15, Revenue 
from Contracts with Customers, which resulted in changes in accounting policies. Refer to disclosure in 
note 3 of the audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 
 

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND ESTIMATES 

The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to 
apply accounting policies and make estimates and assumptions that affect amounts reported in the 
consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. There is full disclosure of the Corporation’s 
critical accounting policies and accounting estimates in notes 2 and 4 of the audited consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES 

The Corporation’s securities should be considered a speculative investment and involves significant risks 
and prospective investors should carefully consider, in light of their own financial circumstances, the risk 
factors and all of the other information disclosed in the Corporation’s Canadian regulatory filings 
(available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com) prior to making an investment in the Corporation. If any of the 
events described in the risk factors below actually occur, our business, financial condition, prospects, 
results of operations or cash flow could be materially and adversely affected. The risks described herein 
and in other documents forming part of the Corporation’s disclosure record are not the only risks facing 
the Corporation. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known to the Corporation, or that the 
Corporation currently deems immaterial, may also materially and adversely affect its business.  

Operational Risks 

Limited Operating History; New Mining Operations 

Commercial production at the Renard Diamond Mine was declared on January 1, 2017. Prior to the Renard 
Diamond Mine achieving commercial production, the Corporation did not have an interest in a mineral 
producing property. As a result, we have a limited operating history upon which to evaluate future 
financial and operating performance, including future cash flow, and to base estimates of future operating 
costs. Thus, it is possible that actual costs may increase significantly and economic returns may differ 
materially from the Corporation’s estimates. Moreover, period‐to‐period comparisons of the Renard 
Diamond Mine’s operating results and our sales data may not be meaningful and the results for any 
particular period should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance. 

There can be no assurance that the Renard Diamond Mine will generate sufficient revenues to fund its 
continuing operations or that the Renard Diamond Mine or any of the properties the Corporation may 
hereafter acquire or obtain an interest in will generate earnings, operate profitably or provide a return on 
investment in the future. In addition, there can be no assurance that significant additional losses will not 
occur in the near future or that the Corporation will be profitable in the future.  

While the Renard Diamond Mine is in commercial operation, various factors affect future cash flow and 
profitability, including costs, actual mineralization, consistency and reliability of ore grades, diamond 
quality and size distribution, commodity prices and efficient design of the mine, processing facility and 
equipment, and there can be no assurance that current or future estimates of these factors will reflect 
actual results and performance. In addition, the operations of the Renard Diamond Mine rely on new 
infrastructure for hauling ore and materials to the surface. The depth of the operations could pose 
significant challenges to the Corporation, such as geomechanical risks and ventilation, which may result 
in difficulties and delays in achieving production objectives.  

It is common in new mining operations to experience unexpected problems, delays, cost overruns and 
operational difficulties, or failure in connection with the completion and successful functioning of the 
operational elements of new mines. The costs, timing and complexity of production and mining activities 
may be higher than anticipated as a result of various adjustments that may be found to be required to 
optimise the efficiency of the operations and which may result in modifications to, or addition of, 
infrastructure and equipment or changes to mine plan. Such factors can add to the cost of mine 
development, production and operation and/or impair production and mining activities, thereby affecting 
the Corporation’s profitability. 

  

http://www.sedar.com/
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Production and Operating Costs 

The economic parameters described in technical studies include a number of assumptions and estimates 
that could prove to be incorrect. Many unforeseen factors can impact the Corporation’s future production 
and total cash costs of production, including cost of inputs used in mining and processing operations; cost 
of fuel, energy, supplies, labour and equipment; regulatory factors; taxes; foreign exchange rates; adverse 
climatic conditions, natural phenomena and industrial accidents, revisions to mine plans, risks and hazards 
associated with mining, and unexpected labour shortages or strikes. As such, there can be no assurance 
that production and production cost estimates will be achieved. Operational costs may also be affected 
by a variety of factors, including: changing waste‐to‐ore ratios, ore grade of mineralization, labour costs, 
the cost of commodities, general inflationary pressures, currency exchange rates, availability and terms 
of financing, and difficulty of estimating costs over a period of years. Many of these factors are beyond 
the Corporation’s control. Moreover, short‐term operating factors relating to the diamond deposits, such 
as the need for orderly development of the deposits or the processing of new or different grades of 
diamonds or the need to address unexpected levels of diamond breakage, may cause any mining 
operation to be unprofitable in any particular accounting period. Failure to achieve production or total 
cash cost estimates, or material increases in costs, could have an adverse impact on the Corporation’s 
cash flows, business, financial condition and results of operations. 

Start‐Up and Ramp‐up of a New Mine 

It is common to experience unexpected costs, problems and delays during development, start‐up and 
ramp‐up of a new mine and until a new mine is brought to a steady state. During this time, the economic 
feasibility of production may change. The ramp‐up of the Renard Diamond Mine by the Corporation is 
subject to a number of risks and challenges including unforeseen geological formations and characteristics 
of the ore body impacting ore processing, the implementation of new mining and recovery processes and 
process plant design to optimize rates of recovery and limit risk of diamond breakage, the underlying 
characteristics, quality and unpredictability of the exact nature of mineralogy of a deposit and the 
consequent accurate understanding of ore or concentrate production, including consistency of grades, 
size distribution and quality of diamonds, and the successful completion and operation of haulage ramp 
and conveyors to move ore, the processing facility and other operational elements. Any unexpected 
problems and delays in the completion and successful functioning of the operational elements of a new 
mine will result in additional costs being incurred beyond those already incurred and budgeted. There can 
be no assurance that current or future ramp‐up plans of the Renard Diamond Mine or the construction of 
the underground portion of the mine will be successful or on budget and that mining and processing will 
be brought to a steady state within expected timeframes.  
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Diamond recovery profile and breakage 

Since production began at the Renard Diamond Mine, the diamonds recovered exhibited higher levels of 
diamond breakage than expected, influencing on average run‐of‐mine3 pricing. High levels of breakage 
can be expected to reduce number and quality of larger diamonds recovered, producing a commensurate 
reduction in the average price achieved at sale. At the same time, breakage can be expected to reduce 
recovered grade, as diamond fragments less than 1mm in diameter will not be recovered. Although 
diamond breakage occurs in all diamond process plants, the levels experienced at the Renard Diamond 
Mine during the course of 2017 and early 2018 were high by industry standards. In 2017, the Corporation 
approved the construction of an ore waste sorting plant as one of the mitigation solutions to diamond 
breakage. While diamond breakage levels have been reduced to sustainable levels and amongst the 
lowest in the industry since commissioning of the ore waste sorting plant in the spring of 2018, there can 
be no assurance that ongoing mitigation measures will permanently maintain breakage at our currently 
achieved levels.   

The Renard diamond recovery profile has also been characterized by the liberation and recovery of a 
higher proportion of small diamonds, and by the lower recovery of coarse diamonds than expected when 
compared to the size distribution frequency of the Renard Diamond Mine feasibility study.  While the ore 
waste sorting plant brought the diamond breakage to acceptable levels and amongst the lowest in the 
industry, the recovery of coarse diamonds remains lower than what was expected at the time of the 
feasibility study. The Corporation continues to study diamond size distribution frequency at the Renard 
Diamond Mine and implement measures to improve coarse diamond recovery, however there can be no 
assurance that ongoing or future measures will be able to improve coarse diamond recovery in order to 
meet the size distribution frequency initially expected at the time of the Renard Mine feasibility study. In 
addition, the costs, timing and complexity of mitigation measures may be higher and longer than 
anticipated. Unless and until the Corporation can successfully improve the recovery of coarse diamonds, 
the Corporation’s business, financial condition and results of operations will be negatively affected. 

Uncertainty of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves 

The Mineral Resources for the Renard Diamond Mine are prepared in accordance with NI 43‐101. In this 
context, Mineral Resources are estimates and no assurance can be given that the anticipated tonnages, 
grades, size distribution and quality of diamonds will be achieved or that the indicated level of recovery 
will be realized. Mineral Reserves at the Renard Diamond Mine have been determined to be economic 
ore in the context of the 2016 Technical Report, in accordance with NI 43‐101. The estimation of Mineral 
Reserves and Mineral Resources is a subjective process. Forecasts are based on engineering data, 
projected future rates of production, the timing of future expenditures, and assumed diamond prices, all 
of which are subject to numerous uncertainties and various interpretations. Estimates made at a given 
time may change significantly in the future when new information becomes available. Estimates of 
Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources will change to reflect updated information as well as to reflect 
depletion due to production. Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource estimates may be revised upward or 
downward based on the results of current and future drilling, testing or production levels, and on changes 
in mine design.  
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Uncertainty of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves – continued – 

Variations in grades, size distribution and quality of diamonds, increased production costs or reduced 
recovery rates as well as market fluctuations and diamond prices may render the Mineral Reserves or 
Mineral Resources uneconomic to recover and may ultimately result in a restatement of Mineral 
Resources. Prolonged declines in the market price of diamonds may render Mineral Reserves 
uneconomical to recover and could materially reduce the Corporation’s Mineral Reserves. Should such 
reductions occur, the Corporation may be required to take material impairment charges of its investment 
in property, plant and equipment, reduce the carrying value of one or more of its assets or delay or 
discontinue production or the development of new projects, resulting in reduced earnings and reduced 
cash flow.  

Any material changes in the quantity of Mineral Reserves or Mineral Resources or the related grades may 
affect the economic viability of the Corporation’s mining operations and could have a material adverse 
effect on the Corporation’s business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects.  

Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. Due to 
the uncertainty that may attach to Inferred Mineral Resources, there is no assurance that Mineral 
Resources will be upgraded to Proven and Probable Reserves. Inferred Mineral Resources are considered 
too speculative geologically to have economic considerations applied to them that would enable them to 
be categorized as Mineral Reserves. 

Life of Mine Plan 

The Corporation periodically reviews its life of mine planning for its Renard Diamond Mine. Significant 
changes in the life of mine plan can occur as a result of experience obtained in the course of carrying out 
the Corporation’s mining activities, changes in mining methods and rates, process changes, investments 
in new equipment and technology, diamond price assumptions and other factors. There can be no 
assurance that the estimates in the Corporation’s life of mine plan will be consistent with future economic 
factors or actual results and performance or that the Corporation will not amend its existing life of mine 
plan for its Renard Diamond Mine in the future. A decline in net cash flow may also require the 
Corporation to record an impairment charge against the carrying value of its net assets. 

There is no certainty that FCDC will be able to meet its Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations 

There is no certainty that FCDC will be able to meet its Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations 
under the Purchase and Sale Agreement for the Forward Sale of Diamonds. In the event FCDC was unable 
to meet its Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations, FCDC could be required to return non‐offset 
portions of the Deposit to the Purchasers with an applicable rate of interest from the payment date of the 
Deposit, which in turn would materially and adversely affect the financial and operating results of the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries, the market price of the Corporation’s securities and, ultimately, could 
result in the loss of the Corporation’s entire interest in the Renard Diamond Mine.   
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Estimates of the recoverable amount of non‐financial assets can vary over time  

The Corporation estimates the recoverable amount of non‐financial assets using assumptions and if the 
carrying value of an asset is then determined to be greater than its actual recoverable amount, an 
impairment will be recognized, reducing the Corporation’s earnings. The Corporation conducts 
impairment assessments of non‐financial assets at the end of each reporting period and the Corporation 
assesses whether there is any indication that non‐financial assets (such as property, plant and equipment) 
may be impaired. If an indicator of impairment exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is calculated 
in order to determine if any impairment loss is required. Testing for impairment involves a comparison of 
the recoverable amount of the cash generating unit to its carrying value. An impairment charge is 
recognized for any excess of the carrying amount of the cash generating unit over its recoverable amount. 
Non‐financial assets are tested for impairment when events or changes in circumstances suggest that the 
carrying amount of these assets may not be recoverable. For example, the Corporation incurred a non‐
cash impairment charge in the amount of $83.2 million as at December 31, 2018 on the carrying value of 
the Corporation’s property, plant and equipment, reflecting an outlook of lower than expected diamond 
pricing.  

An impairment test is subjective and requires management to make estimates and assumptions for a 
number of factors including estimates of production levels, mineral resources and mineral reserves, 
operating costs and capital expenditures reflected in the Corporation’s life‐of‐mine plan, as well as 
economic factors beyond management’s control, such as diamond prices, discount rates and observable 
net asset value multiples. Should management’s estimates and assumptions regarding these factors be 
incorrect or vary over time, the Corporation may be required to modify the impairment charges, which 
would impact the Corporation’s earnings. It is difficult to predict if and when impairment charges may be 
incurred.  

Estimates of the recoverable amount of deferred tax assets (“DTA”) can vary over time  

The Corporation estimates deferred tax assets to be recognized to the extent that it is probable that future 
taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses, resource tax pools, unused tax credit 
and other temporary differences can be utilized. Deferred tax assets arising from unused tax losses, 
resource tax pools, unused tax credit and other temporary differences can be recognized only to the 
extent there is evidence that sufficient taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses, 
resource tax pools, unused tax credit and other temporary differences can be utilized in the future. For 
example, on March 27, 2019, the Corporation announced that a previously recognised DTA of $82.2 
million had been reversed, bringing DTA down to $11.4 million as at December 31, 2018 from $93.6 million 
as at December 31, 2017, reflecting an outlook of lower than expected diamond pricing.    

Estimates of deferred tax assets is subjective and requires management to make estimates and 
assumptions for a number of factors including estimates of production levels, mineral resources and 
mineral reserves, operating costs and capital expenditures reflected in the Corporation’s life‐of‐mine plan, 
as well as economic factors beyond management’s control, such as diamond prices that have an impact 
on future taxable profit. Should management’s estimates and assumptions regarding these factors be 
incorrect or vary over time, the Corporation may be required to modify the DTA, which would impact the 
Corporation’s earnings. It is difficult to predict if and when DTA recognition may vary. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

There can be no assurance that the Corporation will be able to meet its fluctuating liquidity 
requirements and additional financing may be required 

The Corporation’s liquidity requirements fluctuate from quarter to quarter and year to year depending 
on, among other factors, diamond pricing, the foreign exchange rate between the US dollar and the 
Canadian dollar, the seasonality of mine operating expenses; reclamation spending and bonding 
requirements, tax and interest payments, exploration expenses, capital expenditure programs, the 
number of rough diamond sales events conducted during the quarter, and the volume, size and quality 
distribution of rough diamonds delivered from our mineral properties and sold by the Corporation in each 
quarter. We may also incur additional capital expenditures due to unforeseen geological or other 
conditions. For example, during the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2017, a program of plant 
modification measures aimed at reducing ongoing issues of diamond breakage in the Renard Diamond 
Mine process plant was approved by the Board of Directors, with an approximate capital cost of $23 
million funded from existing financial resources. 

The Corporation’s principal working capital needs include development and exploration capital 
expenditures, investments in inventory, interest expenses, loan repayments, prepaid expenses and other 
current assets, and accounts payable and income taxes payable. In addition, the Corporation will have 
substantial additional capital requirements to the extent that it decides to expand its present capacity, 
operations and exploration activities; construct additional new mining and processing operations at any 
of its properties; or take advantage of opportunities for potential strategic acquisitions required for 
growth, joint ventures or other business opportunities that may arise.  

The only current source of income of the Corporation is the sale of its diamonds produced at the Renard 
Diamond Mine. There can be no assurance that the Corporation will be able to meet each or all of its 
liquidity requirements. 

These liquidity requirements could adversely affect the Corporation’s ability to access the capital markets 
in the future. Additional financing may not be available when needed or, if available, the terms of such 
financing may not be favorable to the Corporation and, if raised by offering equity securities, or securities 
convertible into equity securities, any additional financing may involve substantial dilution to existing 
shareholders. A failure by the Corporation to meet its liquidity requirements or obtain the requisite 
financing as and when needed for future activities could result in a delay, indefinite postponement or 
interruption of exploration, development or production on any or all of the Corporation's properties, or 
in the Corporation being in default of contractual obligations, each of which could have a material adverse 
effect on the Corporation’s business prospects or financial condition and on its ability to repay or refinance 
outstanding indebtedness. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Mineral Exploration and Development Activities Are Inherently Risky 

The business of exploration for minerals and mining involves a high degree of risk that even a combination 
of experience, knowledge and careful evaluation may not be able to overcome. Few properties that are 
explored are ultimately developed into mineral deposits with significant value. Unusual or unexpected 
ground or water conditions, geological formation pressures, fires, rock bursts, power outages, labour 
disruptions, flooding, earthquakes, explosions, explorations, cave‐ins, landslides, mechanical equipment 
and facility performance problems, and the inability to obtain suitable adequate machinery, equipment 
or labour and other unfavourable operating conditions are other risks involved in the operation of mines 
and the conduct of exploration and development programs. There are also physical risks to the exploration 
personnel working in the rugged terrain of remote parts of Canada, often in difficult climate conditions. 
The Corporation’s exploration properties and any future mining operations will be subject to all the 
hazards and risks normally incidental to exploration, development and production of diamonds and other 
metals, any of which could result in work stoppages and damage to or destruction of exploration facilities, 
mines and other producing facilities, damage to life and property, environmental damage and possible 
legal liability for any or all damage. Although the Corporation and its subsidiaries maintain liability 
insurance in an amount which it considers adequate, the nature of these risks is such that liabilities could 
exceed policy limits, in which event the Corporation or its subsidiaries could incur significant costs that 
could have a materially adverse effect upon their financial condition. The remoteness and restrictions on 
access of certain of the properties in which the Corporation and its subsidiaries have an interest could 
have an adverse effect on profitability in that infrastructure costs would be higher. 

In addition, exploration activities may have caused environmental damage at certain of the Corporation’s 
properties. It may be difficult or impossible to assess the extent to which such damage was caused by the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries or by the activities of others, in which case, any indemnities and 
exemptions from liability may be ineffective. 

Diamond Exploration and Development 

Diamond exploration and development is a speculative business, characterized by a number of significant 
risks including, among other things, unprofitable efforts resulting not only from the failure to discover 
diamond deposits but also from finding diamond deposits that, though present, are insufficient in terms 
of tonnage, grade or diamond value to return a profit from production. 

With the exception of the Renard Diamond Mine, the remaining claims, permits and leases in which the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries hold an interest are in the exploration stage only and are without a known 
body of commercial ore. The business of diamond exploration in remote parts of Canada can be a lengthy, 
time consuming, expensive process and involves a high degree of risk. Upon discovery of a diamond 
bearing kimberlite, the primary host rock for diamonds, several stages of assessment are required before 
its economic viability can be determined. Assessment includes a determination of deposit size (tonnage), 
grade (carats/stone), diamond value (US$/carat) and the associated costs of extracting and selling the 
diamonds. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Development of the subject diamond properties would follow only if favorable results are obtained at 
each stage of assessment. Although the Corporation has reported recoveries of diamonds from material 
extracted from kimberlite occurrences on the Corporation’s properties, the amount of material extracted 
is small and continuity of the diamond content of the kimberlitic body is not assured and cannot be 
assumed. The development of a diamond mine in remote parts of Canada has typically taken between 
seven and ten years from its initial discovery. Few diamond deposits discovered are ultimately developed 
into producing mines. There is no assurance that expenditures made in the Corporation’s diamond 
exploration activities will result in any discoveries of commercially recoverable bodies of ore or that ore 
reserves will be mined or processed profitably. The long‐term profitability of the Corporation’s operations, 
and those of its subsidiaries, will in part be directly related to the costs and success of its exploration 
programs, which may be affected by a number of factors. 

Regulations, Permits and Licenses 

The Corporation’s operations are subject to various laws and regulations governing the protection of the 
environment. Environmental legislation provides for restrictions and prohibitions on spills, releases or 
emissions of various substances produced in association with certain mining industry operations, such as 
seepage from processed kimberlite containment (tailings) areas, which would result in environmental 
pollution. A breach of such legislation may result in imposition of fines and penalties. In addition, certain 
types of operations require the submission and approval of environmental impact assessments. 
Environmental legislation is evolving in a direction of stricter standards, and enforcement, and higher fines 
and penalties for non‐compliance. Environmental assessments of proposed projects carry a heightened 
degree of responsibility for companies and directors, officers and employees. The cost of compliance with 
changes in governmental regulations has the potential to reduce the profitability of operations. The 
Corporation intends to fully comply with all environmental regulations. 

The current operations of the Corporation and its subsidiaries as well as anticipated future operations, 
including further exploration, development activities and commencement of production at the 
Corporation’s mineral properties, including without limitation the Renard Diamond Mine, require permits 
from various domestic authorities and such operations are governed by laws and regulations governing 
prospecting, development, mining, production, exports, taxes (including income and mining taxes), labour 
standards, occupational health, storage and disposal of hazardous substances and other wastes and 
materials, waste water discharges and water quality, toxic substances, land use, environmental 
protection, mine safety and other matters. Compliance with the applicable environmental legislation, 
regulations and permits is required on an ongoing basis, and the requirements under such legislation, 
regulations and permits are evolving rapidly and imposing additional requirements. Companies engaged 
in exploration activities and in the development and operation of mines and related facilities, generally 
experience increased costs and delays in production and other schedules as a result of the need to comply 
with applicable laws, regulations and permits. 

There can be no assurance that various permits which the Corporation and its subsidiaries may require to 
obtain or renew in the normal course of business for its current and anticipated future operations and 
exploration activities, will be obtainable on reasonable terms or on a timely basis or, if they are obtained 
or renewed, as applicable, that the Corporation will be in a position to comply with or can afford to comply 
with all conditions that may be imposed. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Failure to comply with applicable laws, regulations, and permitting requirements may result in 
enforcement actions thereunder, including orders issued by regulatory or judicial authorities causing 
operations to cease or be curtailed, and may include corrective measures requiring capital expenditures, 
installation of additional equipment, or remedial actions. Parties engaged in mining operations may be 
required to compensate those suffering loss or damage by reason of mining activities and may have civil 
or criminal fines or penalties imposed for violations of applicable laws or regulations and, in particular, 
environmental laws. 

Amendments to current laws, regulations and permits governing operations and activities of mining 
companies, or more stringent implementation thereof, including in respect of taxes, could have a material 
adverse impact on the Corporation and its subsidiaries and cause increases in capital expenditures or 
production costs or reduction in levels of production at producing properties or require abandonment or 
delays in development of new mining projects. 

Climate Change 

Climate change is an international concern and as a result poses risk of both climate changes and 
government policy in which governments are introducing climate change legislation and treaties that 
could result in increased costs, and therefore, decreased profitability of our operations. 

The Canadian government has established a number of policy measures in response to concerns relating 
to climate change. While the impact of these measures cannot be quantified at this time, the likely effect 
will be to increase costs for fossil fuels, electricity and transportation; restrict industrial emission levels; 
impose added costs for emissions in excess of permitted levels; and increase costs for monitoring and 
reporting. Compliance with these initiatives could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s 
results of operations. 

Our current regulatory risks associated with climate change mainly fall under our obligations under the 
Québec carbon market trading scheme. Increased public awareness and concern regarding global climate 
change may result in more legislative and/or regulatory requirements to reduce or mitigate the effects of 
greenhouse gas emissions. If the current trend of increasing regulation continues, the Corporation expects 
that this may result in increased costs at its operations.  

In addition, the physical risks of climate change may also have an adverse effect on the operations of the 
Corporation. Global climate change could exacerbate certain of the threats facing our business, including 
the frequency and severity of weather‐related events, resource shortages, changes in rainfall and storm 
patterns and intensities, water shortages and changing temperatures, which can disrupt our operations, 
damage our infrastructure or properties, create financial risk to our business or otherwise have a material 
adverse effect on our results of operations, financial position or liquidity. These may result in substantial 
costs to respond during the event, to recover from the event and possibly to modify existing or future 
infrastructure requirements to prevent recurrence. Climate changes could also disrupt our operations by 
impacting the availability and cost of materials needed for mining operations and could increase insurance 
and other operating costs.  

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

There are risks associated with pursuing assisted block caving mining method to extract ore from the 
Renard Diamond Mine  

In addition to open pit, the Corporation mines the Renard ore body using underground mining methods.  
In 2018, underground mining began at the Renard Diamond Mine using a blasthole shrinkage method but 
was later on modified to assisted block caving method, which best suits the rockmass geotechnical 
properties of the Renard Diamond Mine.   

Assisted block caving mining can generally be applied on large and massive ore bodies with poor 
geotechnical properties. The pursuit of this method to extract the ore body carries with it a certain degree 
of risk since it is characterized by the extraction of a massive volume of partially drilled and blasted 
kimberlite which can lead to surface depression. To minimize the risks associated with unplanned failure 
of the ore body during the mining process, the accesses required to drill and blast the ore body are 
excavated in the host rock surrounding the orebody.  The host rock, consisting of granodiorite, presents 
very good geotechnical properties.  This strategy allows to concentrate the work performed in very good 
ground conditions, positively impacting workers’ safety.  

The pursuit of this mining strategy involves the creation of underground tunnels down to a production 
level where the overlying rock, broken using drilling and blasting methods from drill levels located above, 
flows downward into drawpoints to be gathered and taken away for processing. 

Certain of the core geotechnical risks associated with block caving are as follows: 

• uncontrolled, dynamic, rock mechanic events or caving events resulting in rock burst, in airblasts, 
damage to draw points and/or other infrastructure; loss of control of cave propagation;  

• undesirable wall failure in the periphery of the broken ore and excessive waste migration could 
result in a higher external dilution factor and a lower recovery factor affecting the project 
economics; 

• oversize ore blocks  could also lead to a loss of productivity due to hang‐ups in the drawpoints; 
• presence of excessive water inflows from surface (connection between underground and open 

pit) resulting in potential flooding of the Renard Diamond Mine with mud and/or water; impact 
to workforce safety and 

• a high level of concentrated surface subsidence on breakthrough resulting in surface damage 
safety hazards on the surface; and disruption of aquifers in the vicinity of the Renard Diamond 
Mine. 

The realization of any of these risks, assuming the caving is used, could have a material adverse impact on 
the progress of any extraction activities at the Renard Diamond Mine. While the R2 underground was 
successfully connected to the R2 open pit, using the block cave mining method, without any surface 
depression or any other results associated with the risks above, there can be no assurance that the 
Corporation would be successful in overcoming any of the above risks and/or the results associated with 
such risks as part of the extraction of the Renard Diamond Mine. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Rock Mechanics and Hydrogeology 

There are always unknown rock mechanics and hydrogeological conditions that cannot be predicted 
ahead of mining. These unknown conditions, such as faulting, zones of weak rock, or zones of 
unanticipated water inflow, may only be discovered during mining. While additional lab testing to reduce 
uncertainty in some of the rock properties is planned by the Corporation, it is never possible to carry out 
enough drilling ahead of time to identify all of these potential risks. During the development of the upper 
mining horizon, significant unanticipated water inflows were encountered which slowed down the 
development activities.  The underground development has now reached elevation 470L which is the 
bottom of the second mining horizon.  During the development of the second mining horizon, no 
significant water inflow nor poor ground conditions were encountered, however there can be no certainty 
that there will not be in the future unanticipated water inflows or other unknown conditions encountered 
which may require significant changes to the mining plan resulting in additional costs and delays. 

Supplies, Infrastructure, Weather and Inflation 

The Corporation’s property interests are located in remote, undeveloped areas, power must be generated 
on site, and the availability of infrastructure such as road and surface access, skilled labour, fuel and power 
at an economic cost, cannot be assured. These are integral requirements for exploration, development 
and production facilities on mineral properties. Due to the remoteness of its exploration projects, the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries are forced to rely heavily on air transport for the supply of goods and 
services. Air transport to and from remote regions in Canada is very susceptible to disruptions due to 
adverse weather conditions, resulting in unavoidable delays in planned programs and/or cost overruns. 

When mining investment and activity in Canada is high, companies typically experience a shortage of 
experienced technical staff, and heavy demand for drillers, geophysical surveying crews and other goods 
(including process plant and mining equipment long lead items) and services needed by the mining 
community. Prices for goods and services will fluctuate in relation to the level of investment in the mining 
sector; it is reasonable to expect that increased demand could impact the Corporation’s future economic 
projections and competitiveness. These fluctuations can be unpredictable, can occur over short periods 
of time and may have a material adverse impact on the Corporation’s operating costs. An increased 
demand results in a meaningful increase in costs for these goods and services. Improvements in the 
economic conditions for the mining industry as a whole will typically result in increases to both the costs 
of planned exploration, development activities and operations, which must also be factored into 
economic models used in projections for future development and potential operations. Increased demand 
for and cost of goods or services could result in delays if goods or services cannot be obtained in a timely 
manner due to inadequate availability, and may cause scheduling difficulties due to the need to 
coordinate the availability of goods or services, any of which could materially increase project exploration, 
development, production and/or construction costs. These factors could have a material impact on the 
Corporation’s share price. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Risk related to the limited supply offer of Liquefied Natural Gas (“LNG”) 

The Corporation has a long‐term contract for the supply of LNG required for power at the Renard Diamond 
Mine. There are currently limited suppliers of LNG that can supply the Renard Diamond Mine at 
comparable costs to the current supplier. In the event the Corporation’s LNG supplier was to be unable 
to fulfil its contractual obligation to deliver LNG to the Renard Diamond Mine and an alternative contract 
on substantially the same terms may not be entered into with an alternative LNG supplier, the costs 
related to the Renard Diamond Mine power requirements would increase. While the failure to deliver 
LNG under the current LNG contract is subject to indemnification obligations by the Corporation’s 
counterparty, the LNG supplier does not have the obligation to indemnify the Corporation in the context 
of all delivery failures, including in the event of a force majeure event affecting the supplier, and where 
an indemnity obligation exists, the amount of such indemnity may not fully offset the cost increases the 
Corporation could suffer, which cost increases could adversely affect the Corporation’s business, financial 
condition and results of operations.  

The Corporation and its subsidiaries are dependent upon the Renard Diamond Mine 

Stornoway has a 100% interest in the Renard Diamond Mine through its wholly‐owned subsidiary, SDCI. 
The Renard Diamond Mine accounts for all of the Corporation’s and its subsidiaries’ diamond production 
and will continue to account for all of its diamond production in the future unless additional properties 
are acquired or developed and brought into production. Any adverse condition affecting the Renard 
Diamond Mine could be expected to have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s financial 
performance, as well as that of its subsidiaries, and results of operations until such time as the condition 
is remedied. In addition, the Corporation’s ongoing development of the Renard Diamond Mine involves 
the exploration and extraction of ore from new areas and may present new or different challenges for the 
Corporation.  
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Unless the Corporation and its subsidiaries can successfully bring into production another mine project or 
otherwise acquire profitable mineral properties before the end of the Renard Diamond Mine’s mine life, 
the Corporation’s results of operations will be adversely affected. There can be no assurance that the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries will be able to expand the Mineral Reserves or the Mineral Resources of 
the Renard Diamond Mine, or extend the reserve‐based mine life of the Renard Diamond Mine beyond 
14 years. Further, there can be no assurance that Corporation’s current exploration and development 
programs will result in any new economically viable mining operations or yield new Mineral Reserves to 
replace and expand current Mineral Reserves. 

Depletion of Mineral Reserves 

The Corporation’s ability to replace its existing Mineral Reserves as they are produced and depleted will 
be dependent upon locating or acquiring new mineral deposits, expanding production from existing 
economic Mineral Reserves, or extending and expanding existing mining operations by, among other 
things, bringing Mineral Resources into the Mineral Reserve category.  

There is, however, a risk that depletion of reserves will not be offset by future discoveries. Exploration for 
minerals is highly speculative in nature and involves many risks. Many, if not most mining projects are 
unsuccessful and there are no assurances that current or future exploration programs will be successful. 
Further, significant costs are incurred to establish mineral reserves, open new pits and construct mining 
and processing facilities. Development projects have no operating history upon which to base estimates 
of future cash flows and are subject to the successful completion of feasibility studies, obtaining necessary 
government permits, obtaining title or other land rights and the availability of financing. In addition, 
assuming discovery of an economic mine or pit, depending on the type of mining operation involved, 
many years may elapse before commercial operations commence. Accordingly, there can be no 
assurances that our current programs will result in any new commercial mining operations or yield new 
reserves to replace or expand current reserves. 

See “Risk Factors –Start‐Up and Ramp‐up of a New Mine”. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Information Systems Security Threats  

The Corporation relies on secure and adequate operations of information technology systems in the 
conduct of its operations. Access to and the security of the information technology systems are critical to 
the Corporation’s operations. These systems are subject to disruption, damage or failure from a variety 
of sources, including, but not limited to, cable cuts; damage to physical plants; natural disasters; terrorism; 
fire; power loss; hacking, cyber‐attacks and other information security breaches; non‐compliance by third 
party service providers; computer viruses; vandalism and theft. The Corporation’s operations also depend 
on the timely maintenance, upgrade and replacement of networks, equipment, information technology 
systems and software. The systems that are in place may not be enough to guard against loss of data due 
to the rapidly evolving cyber threats. The Corporation may be required to increasingly invest in better 
systems, software, and use of consultants to periodically review and adequately adapt and respond to 
dynamic cyber risks or to investigate and remediate any security vulnerabilities. Any of these and other 
events could result in information system failures, delays and/or increase in capital expenses. Failures in 
our information technology systems could translate into operational delays, compromising, loss or 
disclosure of confidential, proprietary, personal or sensitive information and third party data, or 
destruction or corruption of data. Accordingly, any failure of information systems or a component of 
information systems could adversely impact the Corporation’s reputation, business, financial condition 
and results of operations, as well as compliance with its contractual obligations, compliance with 
applicable laws, and potential litigation and regulatory enforcement proceedings. Information technology 
systems failures could also materially adversely affect the effectiveness of the Corporation’s internal 
controls over financial reporting.  

Title Risk 

Although the Corporation has exercised the usual due diligence with respect to determining title to 
properties in which it has a material interest, there is no guarantee that title to such properties will not 
be challenged or impugned. The Corporation’s mineral property interests may be subject to prior 
unregistered agreements or transfers or native land claims and title may be affected by undetected 
defects. Surveys have not been carried out on all of the Corporation’s mineral properties. Therefore, 
depending on the laws of the jurisdiction in which such properties are situated, their existence and area 
could be in doubt. 

Labour Relations 

While the Corporation has good relations with its employees, there can be no assurance that it will be 
able to maintain positive relationships with its employees. In addition, relations between the Corporation 
and its employees may be impacted by regulatory or governmental changes introduced by the relevant 
authorities in whose jurisdictions the Corporation carries on business. Adverse changes in such legislations 
or in the relationship between the Corporation and its employees could have a material adverse impact 
on the Corporation’s business, results of operations and financial condition. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Operational Risks – continued – 

Relationships with local communities and other stakeholders may impact the operations of the Renard 
Diamond Mine 

Our relationships with the communities near the Renard Diamond Mine and other stakeholders are critical 
to ensure the future success of the operations at the Renard Diamond Mine and any future development. 
There is an increasing level of public concern relating to the perceived effect of mining activities on the 
environment and on communities impacted by such activities. Publicity adverse to operations of the 
Renard Diamond Mine, or the mining industry generally, could have an adverse effect on the Renard 
Diamond Mine and may impact relationships with the communities in which we operate and other 
stakeholders. While we are committed to operating in a socially responsible manner, there can be no 
assurance that our efforts in this respect will mitigate this potential risk.  

The Corporation has been and is actively engaged in certain community projects close to the Renard 
Diamond Mine operations to improve both local employment opportunities and local quality of life. Such 
projects may negatively impact our relationships with such local communities if the projects fail to provide 
the expected benefits. 

Financing Risks 

We have a significant amount of indebtedness which may adversely affect our cash flow and our ability 
to operate our business, and the terms of the agreements governing our debt and diamond streaming 
may restrict our current or future operations 

The Corporation’s degree of leverage and indebtedness, as well as the restrictive covenants and other 
limitations imposed under the agreements governing our debt and diamond streaming, could have 
adverse consequences for the Corporation and its subsidiaries, including: limiting the Corporation’s ability 
to obtain additional financing for working capital, capital expenditures, exploration and development, 
debt service requirements, acquisitions and general corporate or other purposes; restricting the 
Corporation’s flexibility and discretion to operate its business; having to dedicate a portion of the cash 
flows of the Corporation and its subsidiaries from future mining operations, if any, to the payment of 
interest on its indebtedness and not having such cash flows available for other purposes; exposing the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries to increased interest expense on borrowings at variable rates; limiting the 
Corporation’s ability to adjust to changing market conditions; placing the Corporation at a competitive 
disadvantage compared to its competitors that have less debt or greater financial resources; making the 
Corporation vulnerable in a downturn in general economic conditions; and making the Corporation unable 
to make expenditures that are important to its growth and strategies. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Financing Risks – continued – 

On October 2 and December 7, 2018, the Corporation announced the entering into of a series of financing 
transactions with lenders and key stakeholders designed to provide the Corporation greater financial and 
operational flexibility, representing additional consideration and liquidity for the Corporation of $129 
million, through a combination of deferral of certain loan principal repayments in an amount of 
approximately 53.7 million, amendments to the Renard diamond Purchase and Sale Agreement and equity 
issuances. Diaquem also agreed to remove the obligation of the Corporation to meet the historical debt 
service coverage ratio and the projected debt service coverage ratio for the remaining of the term of the 
Senior Loan. As part of the 2018 Financing Package, the term of the Senior Loan was also accelerated to 
June 30, 2021 and the term of the Fond Loan was deferred to July 1, 2018. As a result of the 2018 Financing 
Package, on or about July 1, 2021, the Senior Loan, the Fond Loan and the Convertible Debentures will 
become due and payable which represents $229.0 million.     

Our failure to comply with these covenants and meet our obligations under the Debt Financing Facilities 
and the Fond Loan, may result in an event of default. If such event of default is not cured or waived, we 
may suffer adverse effects on our operations, business or financial condition, including termination of the 
Debt Financing Facilities and acceleration of our debt, or FCDC being required to return non‐offset 
portions of the Deposit to the Purchasers (with an applicable rate of interest from the payment date of 
the Deposit). There can be no assurance that the assets of the Corporation or SDCI, as applicable, would 
be sufficient to repay such indebtedness or any non‐offset portions of the Deposit in full, and such default 
could result in secured creditors’ realization of collateral. See “Risk Factors – The Corporation, Ashton and 
SDCI provided guarantees and security over substantially all of their consolidated assets”. 

The ability of the Corporation to meet its debt service requirements and obligations depends on the 
Corporations’ ability to generate cash in the future, including by the Corporation’s ability to execute on 
its cash flow estimates and on management’s plans for future actions, financial performance of the 
Corporation, debt service obligations, the realization of financing activities, the identification of 
commercially recoverable quantities of ore or the profitable mining or processing of ore reserves and 
working capital and future capital expenditure requirements as well as its ability to find alternative source 
of financings in the future. There can be no assurance that the Corporation will generate cash flow in 
amounts sufficient to pay outstanding indebtedness or to fund any other liquidity needs or that it will be 
able to borrow funds from alternative sources of financing or find other sources of capital. 

Also, the ability of the Corporation to borrow funds in the future to make payments on outstanding debt 
will depend on the satisfaction of covenants, including certain financial covenants, in existing credit 
agreements and other agreements. In addition, the restrictive covenants contained in instruments 
governing our debt and in the Debt Financing Facilities and the Purchase and Sale Agreement limit our 
operating flexibility and could prevent us from taking advantage of business opportunities. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Financing Risks – continued – 

The Corporation, Ashton, FCDC and SDCI provided guarantees and security over substantially all of their 
consolidated assets 

Obligations under the Purchase and Sale Agreement and the Senior Secured Loan are guaranteed and 
secured by certain guarantees and first priority security interests granted by SDCI, FCDC, the Corporation 
and Ashton over substantially all of their consolidated assets, subject to certain exceptions. These security 
interests and guarantees may impact the Corporation’s ability to secure future financing.  

Stornoway has a 100% interest in the Renard Diamond Mine through its wholly‐owned subsidiary, SDCI. 
The respective terms of the Forward Sale of Diamonds, entered into by FCDC, a wholly‐owned subsidiary 
of SDCI, and of the Senior Secured Loan, include various covenants that must be satisfied by SDCI and 
FCDC. There can be no assurance that such covenants will be satisfied, or that FCDC will be able to meet 
its Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations under the Purchase and Sale Agreement. Any default 
under the Purchase and Sale Agreement or the Senior Secured Loan, including any covenants thereunder, 
could result in the loss of the Corporation’s entire interest in the Renard Diamond Mine. 

Variations in Interest Rates 

The Senior Secured Loan bears interest, at SDCI’s option, at either (i) a floating rate equal to the most 
common prime rate announced by Schedule I Canadian banks, plus 4.25% per annum, or (ii) subject to 
availability, at a fixed rate based on the then available Government of Québec bonds for any applicable 
periods plus 5.25% per annum. Variations in interest rates could result in significant changes in the amount 
required to be applied to debt service and would affect the financial results of operations of the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries. If SDCI does not earn sufficient income from the Renard Diamond Mine 
to meet its debt service obligations under the Senior Secured Loan, the Trustee(s), for and on behalf of 
the Purchasers and the Senior Secured Lender and the counter‐parties to permitted hedging agreements, 
could foreclose on the Corporation’s indirect ownership interest in the Renard Diamond Mine.  

Foreign exchange risk 

Foreign exchange fluctuation may affect the Corporation’s financial performance. Diamonds are sold in 
international markets at prices denominated in U.S. dollars. However, the Corporation’s activities and 
offices are located in Canada resulting in a majority of the Corporation’s costs and expenses being incurred 
in Canadian dollars.  Accordingly, decreases in the value of the U.S. dollar versus the Canadian dollar could 
materially affect the Corporation’s financial position and results of operations.  

Business Environment and Industry Risks 

Market for Diamonds 

The mining industry, in general, is intensely competitive and, while the Renard Diamond Mine is in 
commercial operations, there is no assurance that a profitable market will exist for the sale of the 
diamonds produced.  

The success of the Renard Diamond Mine will be significantly dependent on the future price of rough 
diamonds.  If the market price for rough diamonds was to drop and the price realized by the Corporation 
on diamond sales were to decrease, the Corporation’s profitability and cash flows would be negatively 
affected. A drop in the price of rough diamonds would also influence the Corporation’s decision to 
proceed with further exploration or development and could materially and adversely affect the  
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Business Environment and Industry Risks – continued – 

Corporation’s ability to obtain additional financing should the circumstances require. A significant decline 
in the market price of rough diamonds may also require the Corporation to reduce its Mineral Reserves 
and Mineral Resources or alter or delay its exploration program and development plans, which could have 
a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s value. A decline in the long‐term price of rough diamonds 
may also require the Corporation to record an impairment charge against the carrying value of its net 
assets. 

The prices of rough diamonds have fluctuated in recent years and are affected by numerous factors 
beyond the Corporation’s control such as international economic and political trends, global or regional 
consumption and demand patterns, increased production and the influence of other diamond producers, 
especially due to the small concentration of producers and sellers within the market and increased 
competition from the sale of synthetic diamonds. The effect of these factors on the price of diamonds 
cannot be accurately predicted and there can be no assurance that the market price of diamonds will 
remain at current levels or that such prices will improve. Low or negative growth in the worldwide 
economy, renewed or additional credit market disruptions, natural disasters or the occurrence of terrorist 
attacks or similar activities creating disruptions in economic growth could result in decreased demand for 
luxury goods such as diamonds, thereby negatively affecting the price of diamonds. Similarly, a substantial 
increase in the worldwide level of diamond production or the release of stocks held back during periods 
of lower demand could also negatively affect the price of diamonds. In each case, such developments 
could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s results of operations.  

There is no assurance that the price of diamonds recovered from any diamond deposit will be such that 
they can be mined at a profit.  

Synthetic Diamonds 

Synthetic diamonds are diamonds that are produced by artificial processes in laboratories, as opposed to 
natural diamonds, which are created by geological processes and found in nature. An increase in the 
acceptance of synthetic gem‐quality diamonds could negatively affect the market prices for natural 
stones. Although significant questions remain as to the ability to produce synthetic diamonds 
economically within a full range of sizes and natural diamond colours, and as to consumer acceptance of 
synthetic diamonds, synthetic diamonds are becoming a larger factor in the market. Should synthetic 
diamonds be offered in significant quantities or consumers begin to readily embrace synthetic diamonds, 
on a large scale, demand and prices for natural diamonds may be negatively affected.  

Marketability of Diamonds 

The marketability of diamonds acquired or discovered by the Corporation and its subsidiaries may be 
affected by numerous factors which are beyond the control of the Corporation and which cannot be 
accurately predicted, such as market fluctuations, financing costs, the particular attributes of the deposit, 
such as its size and grade, the proximity and capacity of processing facilities, processing equipment, and 
such other factors as government regulations, including regulations relating to taxes, royalties, importing 
and exporting of minerals, requirements for “value added” processing of rough diamonds in Canada and 
environmental protection, the combination of which factors may result in the Corporation and its 
subsidiaries not receiving an adequate return of investment capital. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Business Environment and Industry Risks – continued – 

Intensity of Competitive Conditions and Increased or New Competition 

The mining industry is intensely competitive in all its phases, and some of the Corporation’s competitors 
have greater financial and technical resources available to them, and as a result, may be able to devote 
greater resources to their activities. Competition may intensify as new competitors enter into the markets 
in which the Corporation operates. Competition in the diamond mining industry is primarily for mineral 
rich properties which can be developed and produced economically and businesses compete for the 
technical expertise to find, develop, and produce such properties, the skilled labour to operate the 
properties and the capital for the purpose of financing development of such properties. Such competition 
may result in the Corporation being unable to acquire desired properties, recruit or retain qualified 
employees or acquire the capital necessary to fund its operations and develop its properties. The 
Corporation’s inability to compete with other mining companies for these mineral deposits or capital 
could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s results of operations and business. 

Difficult global economic conditions could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial 
condition, results of operations and prospects 

The Corporation’s financial results are tied to United States, Eurozone, India, China and world economic 
conditions and their impact on levels of consumer confidence and consumer spending. The current global 
financial conditions have been characterized by increased volatility in financial and equity markets. 
Increased uncertainty regarding regional and global financial stability could cause the Corporation to 
experience revenue declines due to deteriorated consumer confidence and spending, and a decrease in 
the availability of credit and on the Corporation’s ability to raise capital, which could have a material 
adverse effect on the Corporation’s business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects. 

In addition, the Corporation may be affected by economic conditions affecting its customers which are 
made up of diamond polishers and traders. For example, the demonetization of the Indian currency in 
November 2016 caused disruptions in the demand for trading of rough diamonds by diamond polishers 
and traders. This consequently had a negative effect on pricing and demand for rough diamonds, 
particularly certain smaller and lower value diamonds. Any such events may have an impact on the 
Corporation’s customers which could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s business, 
financial condition, results of operations or prospects. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Market Risks 

Price Volatility of Common Shares 

The market price for Common Shares may be volatile and subject to wide fluctuations in response to 
numerous factors, many of which are beyond the Corporation’s control, including the following: 

• actual or anticipated fluctuations in the Corporation’s quarterly results of operations and 
changes in financial position; 

• changes in estimates of our future results of operations by us or securities research analysts; 
• changes in the economic performance or market valuations of other companies that investors 

deem comparable to the Corporation; 
• change of the Corporation’s executive officers and other key personnel; 
• release or other transfer restrictions on outstanding Common Shares; 
• sales or perceived sales of additional Common Shares; 
• significant acquisitions or business combinations, strategic partnerships, joint ventures or 

capital commitments by or involving the Corporation or its competitors; and 
• news reports relating to trends, concerns or competitive developments, regulatory changes 

and other related issues in the Corporation’s industry or target markets. 

This volatility of the market price for the Common Shares may also affect the ability of holders of 
Convertible Debentures to sell the Convertible Debentures at an advantageous price. 

Financial markets have recently experienced significant price and volume fluctuations that have 
particularly affected the market prices of equity securities of companies and that have, in many cases, 
been unrelated to the operating performance, underlying asset values or prospects of such companies. 
Accordingly, the market price of the Common Shares may decline even if the Corporation’s operating 
results, underlying asset values or prospects have not changed. 

Additionally, these factors, as well as other related factors, may cause decreases in asset values that are 
deemed to be other than temporary, which may result in impairment losses. As well, certain institutional 
investors may base their investment decisions on consideration of the Corporation’s environmental, 
governance and social practices and performance against such institutions’ respective investment 
guidelines and criteria, and failure to meet such criteria may result in limited or no investment in the 
Common Shares by those institutions, which could adversely affect the trading price of the Common 
Shares. There can be no assurance that continuing fluctuations in price and volume will not occur. If such 
increased levels of volatility and market turmoil continue, the Corporation’s operations could be adversely 
impacted and the trading price of the Common Shares may be adversely affected. These broad market 
fluctuations may adversely affect the market prices of the Common Shares and the Convertible 
Debentures. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Market Risks – continued – 

Orion, RQ, Diaquem and CDPQ will each have significant influence with respect to matters put before 
the shareholders, which may have a negative impact on the trading price of the Common Shares 

Based on public information available to it, the Corporation believes that (i) RQ and its affiliates (including 
Diaquem) owns 238,318,001 Common Shares, which in the aggregate represents approximately 25.8% of 
the issued and outstanding Common Shares, (ii) Orion owns 130,083,596 Common Shares, which in the 
aggregate represents approximately 14.1% of the issued and outstanding Common Shares, and (iii) CDPQ 
owns 101,867,518 Common Shares, which in the aggregate represents approximately 11.0% of the issued 
and outstanding Common Shares. 

Assuming the COF Warrants are exercised by CDPQ in accordance with their terms, the Convertible 
Debentures are converted in accordance with their terms (absent a Change of Control event) and the 2018 
Warrants are exercised in accordance with their terms, it is anticipated that (i) RQ and its affiliates 
(including Diaquem) would own 252,603,715  Common Shares, which in the aggregate would represent 
approximately 26.9%  of the issued and outstanding Common Shares, (ii) Orion would own 
153,213,461 Common Shares, which in the aggregate would represent approximately 16.2% of the issued 
and outstanding Common Shares on a partially diluted basis, and (iii) CDPQ would own 144,438,947 
Common Shares, which in the aggregate would represent approximately 15.0% of the issued and 
outstanding Common Shares on a partially diluted basis. 

In addition, Stornoway has granted the following representation rights on its Board of Directors: 

• pursuant to the Amended and Restated Investor Agreement entered into in connection with the 
Financing Transactions Closing, Orion is entitled to designate one (1) candidate for election or 
appointment to the Board of Directors as long as Orion maintains a fully diluted share ownership 
stake in Stornoway at or above 5%; 
 

• pursuant to the 2018 Financing Package, Stornoway has granted the right to nominate one 
member of the Stornoway Board of Directors to CDPQ, as long as CDPQ maintains a fully diluted 
share ownership stake in Stornoway at or above 5% and a further right to the Buyers to nominate 
an additional member to the Board, based on their collective shareholding in Stornoway 
remaining above 5%; and 
 

• Diaquem also has certain governance rights which were granted to it in connection with the 
Acquisition, as described under the heading “Election of Directors” in the Management 
Information Circular, which rights were restated in the Amended and Restated Investor 
Agreement. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Market Risks – continued – 

Accordingly, these shareholders will have significant influence with respect to all matters submitted to 
the Corporation’s shareholders for approval, including without limitation the election and removal of 
directors, amendments to the articles of continuance and by‐laws of the Corporation and the approval of 
certain business combinations. Other holders of Common Shares will have a limited role in the 
Corporation’s affairs. This concentration of holdings may cause the market price of the Common Shares 
to decline, delay or prevent any acquisition or delay or discourage take‐over attempts that shareholders 
may consider to be favourable, or make it more difficult or impossible for a third party to acquire control 
of the Corporation or effect a change in the Board of Directors and management. Any delay or prevention 
of a change of control transaction could deter potential acquirors or prevent the completion of a 
transaction in which the Corporation’s shareholders could receive a substantial premium over the then 
current market price for their Common Shares. 

In addition, Orion, RQ, Diaquem and/or CDPQ’s interests may not in all cases be aligned with interests of 
the other shareholders of the Corporation. Orion, RQ, Diaquem and/or CDPQ may have an interest in 
pursuing acquisitions, divestitures and other transactions that, in the judgment of their management, 
could enhance their equity investment, even though such transactions might involve risks to the other 
shareholders of the Corporation and may ultimately affect the market price of the Common Shares. 

Future Sales or Issuances of Securities and Dilution to Shareholders 

The Corporation may issue additional Common Shares pursuant to the exercise of outstanding options 
and warrants, the conversion of the Convertible Debentures as well as to support the capital requirements 
of the Corporation’s business, all of which may dilute the ownership interest of existing holders of 
Common Shares. The Corporation cannot predict the size of future issuances of securities or the effect, if 
any, that future issuances and sales of securities will have on the market price of the Corporation’s 
securities. Sales or issuances of substantial numbers of Common Shares or warrants, or the perception 
that such sales could occur, may adversely affect prevailing market prices of the Common Shares or 
warrants and/or other securities convertible into Common Shares. 

With any additional sale or issuance of Common Shares or warrants and/or other securities convertible 
into Common Shares, investors will suffer dilution to their voting power and the Corporation may 
experience dilution in its earnings per share. 

Future Sales of Common Shares by Existing Shareholders 

Subject to compliance with applicable securities laws, the Corporation’s officers, directors, significant 
shareholders (including Orion, RQ, Diaquem and CDPQ) and their affiliates may sell some or all of their 
Common Shares in the future. No prediction can be made as to the effect, if any, such future sales of 
Common Shares will have on the market price of the Common Shares prevailing from time to time. 
However, the future sale of a substantial number of Common Shares by the Corporation’s officers, 
directors, significant shareholders and their affiliates, or the perception that such sales could occur, could 
adversely affect prevailing market prices for the Common Shares. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Market Risks – continued – 

Structural Subordination of the Common Shares 

In the event of a bankruptcy, liquidation or reorganization of the Corporation, holders of certain of its 
indebtedness and certain trade creditors will generally be entitled to payment of their claims from the 
assets of the Corporation before any assets are made available for distribution to the shareholders. The 
Common Shares will be effectively subordinated to most of the other indebtedness and liabilities of the 
Corporation.  

Other Risks 

Public Company Obligations 

As a publicly listed company, the Corporation is subject to evolving rules and regulations promulgated by 
a number of governmental and self‐regulated organizations, including the Canadian Securities 
Administrators, the TSX, and the International Accounting Standards Board, which govern corporate 
governance and public disclosure regulations. These rules and regulations continue to evolve in scope and 
complexity creating many new requirements, which increase compliance costs and the risk of non‐
compliance. The Corporation’s efforts to comply with these rules and obligations could result in increased 
general and administration expenses and a diversion of management time and attention from revenue‐
generating activities.   

Dependence on Management and Key Personnel 

The Corporation is dependent upon the efforts and commitment of its existing management. To the 
extent that management’s services would be unavailable for any reason, a disruption to the operations of 
the Corporation could result, and other persons would be required to manage and operate the 
Corporation, which could adversely effect the Corporation’s business, results of operations and financial 
condition. 

The success of the Corporation depends, to a significant extent, on its ability to develop skills, to retain 
managers and qualified mining personnel, and to recruit and integrate additional managers and qualified 
mining personnel. Human resource risk includes the risk of delays in the recruitment of or inability to 
retain and motivate experienced managers and skilled mining personnel that are essential to success. 
There is no assurance that the Corporation will be successful in recruiting, integrating and retaining such 
managers and mining personnel as needed to accompany its planned operations. The failure to retain or 
attract a sufficient number of skilled and experienced managers and mining personnel could have a 
material adverse effect on the Corporation’s business, results of operations and financial condition. 

Tax Risk 

The Corporation and its subsidiaries are subject to routine tax audits by various tax authorities. Future tax 
audits may result in additional tax and interest payments, including in respect of potential indemnification 
obligations to third parties for taxes which may be payable by them, which could negatively affect our 
financial condition and operating results. Changes in tax rules and regulations or the interpretation of tax 
laws by the courts or the tax authorities may also have a substantial negative impact on the Corporation’s 
and its subsidiaries’ business. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Other Risks – continued – 

Insurance Risk 

The mining industry is subject to significant risks that could result in damage to or destruction of property 
and facilities, personal injury or death, environmental damage and pollution, delays in production, 
expropriation of assets and loss of title to mining claims. No assurance can be given that insurance to 
cover the risks to which the Corporation’s activities are subject will be available at all or at commercially 
reasonable premiums. The Corporation and its subsidiaries currently maintain insurance within ranges of 
coverage that it believes to be consistent with industry practice for companies of a similar stage of 
development. The Corporation and its subsidiaries carry liability insurance with respect to its exploration 
operations, but is not currently covered by any form of environmental liability insurance, since insurance 
against environmental risks (including liability for pollution) or other hazards resulting from exploration 
and development activities is prohibitively expensive. The payment of any such liabilities would reduce 
the funds available to the Corporation and its subsidiaries. If the Corporation and its subsidiaries are 
unable to fully fund the cost of remedying an environmental problem, it might be required to suspend 
operations or enter into costly interim compliance measures pending completion of a permanent remedy. 

Anti‐Corruption Laws 

The Corporation’s operations are governed by, and involve interactions with, many levels of governments. 
The Corporation is required to comply with anti‐corruption and anti‐bribery laws, including the Criminal 
Code and the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act (CFPOA). In recent years, there has been a general 
increase in both the frequency of enforcement and the severity of penalties under such laws, resulting in 
greater scrutiny and punishment to corporations convicted of violating anti‐corruption and anti‐bribery 
laws. Furthermore, a corporation may be found liable for violations by not only its employees, but also by 
its contractors and third‐party agents. Although the Corporation has adopted steps to mitigate such risks, 
including the implementation of training programs and policies to ensure compliance with such laws, such 
measures may not always be effective in ensuring that the Corporation, its employees, contractors or 
third‐party agents will comply strictly with such laws. If the Corporation finds itself subject to an 
enforcement action or is found to be in violation of such laws, this may result in significant penalties, fines 
and/or sanctions imposed on the Corporation resulting in a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s 
reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations. 

Forward‐Looking Statements may Prove Inaccurate 

Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward‐looking statements. By their nature, 
forward‐looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, 
of both a general and specific nature, that could cause actual results to differ materially from those 
suggested by the forward‐looking statements or contribute to the possibility that predictions, forecasts 
or projections will prove to be materially inaccurate. Additional information on the risks, assumptions and 
uncertainties are found in this AIF under the heading “Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward‐Looking 
Statements”. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Other Risks – continued – 

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting  

The Corporation is required to maintain internal control over financial reporting to provide reasonable 
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of its financial statements for 
external purposes. If the Corporation fails to maintain effective internal controls over financial reporting 
and disclosure controls and procedures, its business and results of operations could be harmed and it may 
be unable to report properly or timely the results of its operations. Ineffective internal control over 
financial reporting may also increase the risk of, or result in, fraud or misuse of corporate assets or lead 
to a default under one or more agreements to which the Corporation is a party. The effectiveness of the 
Corporation’s controls and procedures could also be limited by simple errors or faulty judgments. Any 
such result could cause investors to lose confidence in the Corporation’s reported financial information, 
which could have a material adverse effect on the trading price or market value of the Corporation’s 
securities and its ability to raise capital. 

No Current Plans to Pay Cash Dividends 

The Corporation has no current plans to pay any cash dividends for the foreseeable future. Any decision 
to declare and pay dividends in the future will be made at the discretion of the Board of Directors and will 
depend on, among other things, the Corporation’s financial results, cash requirements, contractual 
restrictions and other factors that the Board of Directors may deem relevant. In addition, the 
Corporation’s ability to pay dividends may be limited by covenants of any existing and future outstanding 
indebtedness that the Corporation or its subsidiaries incur. As a result, investors may not receive any 
return on an investment in the Corporation’s securities unless they sell the securities for a price greater 
than that which they paid for them. 

Conflicts of Interest 

The Corporation’s directors and officers may serve as directors or officers or may be associated with other 
reporting companies or have significant shareholdings in other public companies. To the extent that such 
other companies may participate in business or asset acquisitions, dispositions, or ventures in which the 
Corporation or its subsidiaries may participate, the directors and officers of the Corporation may have a 
conflict of interest in negotiating and concluding terms respecting the transaction. If a conflict of interest 
arises, the Corporation will follow the provisions of the CBCA dealing with conflicts of interest. These 
provisions state that where a director has such a conflict, that director must, at a meeting of the 
Corporation’s directors, disclose his interest and refrain from voting on the matter unless otherwise 
permitted by the CBCA. In accordance with the laws applicable to the Corporation, the directors and 
officers of the Corporation are required to act honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the 
Corporation. 

On a regular basis, the Corporation evaluates potential acquisitions of mining properties and/or 
interests in other mining corporations, which may entail certain risks 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Other Risks – continued – 

Consistent with its growth strategy, the Corporation evaluates the potential acquisition of exploration, 
development and production assets on a regular basis. From time to time, the Corporation may also 
acquire securities of or other interests in corporations. The acquisition and integration of any future 
acquired businesses will involve a number of special risks, circumstances or legal liabilities, some or all of 
which could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation’s business, results of operations and 
financial condition. Future acquired businesses may not achieve expected results of operations and may 
require unanticipated costs and expenditures. Integration of businesses may also place additional 
pressures on our systems of internal control over financial reporting. If we are unable to successfully 
integrate newly acquired businesses or if acquired businesses fail to produce targeted results, it could 
materially adversely affect our financial condition and results of operation. 

In addition, to acquire properties and corporations, the Corporation could use available cash, incur debt, 
issue common shares or other securities, or a combination of any one or more of these. This could limit 
the Corporation’s flexibility to raise additional capital, to operate, explore and develop its properties and 
to make additional acquisitions, and could further dilute and decrease the trading price of the common 
shares. When evaluating an acquisition opportunity, the Corporation cannot be certain that it will have 
correctly identified and managed the risks and costs inherent in the business that it is acquiring.  

From time to time, the Corporation engages in discussions and activities with respect to possible 
acquisitions. At any given time, discussions and activities can be in process on a number of initiatives, each 
at different stages of development. Potential transactions may not be successfully completed, and, if 
completed, the business acquired may not be successfully integrated into the Corporation’s operations. 
If the Corporation fails to manage its acquisition and growth strategy successfully it could have a material 
adverse effect on its business, results of operations and financial condition. 

The Corporation may be party to certain mining joint ventures in the future, under which the 
Corporation’s joint venture partners may be in a position to prevent the Corporation from meeting its 
objectives 

Mining projects are often conducted through joint ventures. Joint ventures can often require unanimous 
approval of the parties to the joint venture or their representatives for certain fundamental decisions, 
such as an increase or reduction of registered capital, merger, division, dissolution, including indebtedness 
and the pledge of the joint venture assets, which means that each joint venture party has a veto right with 
respect to such decisions, which could in turn lead to a deadlock. Future joint venture partners may veto 
the Corporation’s future business plans, with regard to a specific joint venture, and prevent the 
Corporation from achieving its objectives. Also, any failure of any partner to meet its obligations to the 
Corporation or other third parties, or any disputes with respect to third parties' respective rights and 
obligations, could have a negative impact on the Corporation. 
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES – continued – 

Other Risks – continued – 

The Corporation may become subject to litigation and other legal proceedings that may adversely affect 
the Corporation’s financial condition and results of operations 

Like most companies, the Corporation is subject to the threat of litigation and may be involved in disputes 
with other parties in the future which may result in litigation or other proceedings. The Corporation’s 
operations are subject to the risk of legal claims by employees, unions, contractors, lenders, suppliers, 
future joint venture partners, shareholders, governmental agencies or others through private actions, 
class actions, administrative proceedings, regulatory actions or other litigation. The outcome of litigation 
and other legal proceedings that the Corporation may be involved in the future, particularly regulatory 
actions, is difficult to assess or quantify. Plaintiffs may seek recovery of very large or indeterminate 
amounts, and the magnitude of the potential loss relating to such lawsuits may remain unknown for 
substantial periods of time. Defense and settlement costs can be substantial, even with respect to claims 
that have no merit. Due to the inherent uncertainty of the litigation process, the litigation process could 
take away from the time and effort of the Corporation’s management and could force the Corporation to 
pay substantial legal fees. There can be no assurance that the resolution of any particular future legal 
proceeding will not have an adverse effect on the Corporation’s financial position and results of 
operations. 

Reclamation estimates and obligations  

The Corporation has secured its financial obligations for reclamation and closure costs with respect to the 
closure plan for the Renard Diamond Mine with surety bonds provided by leading global insurance 
companies in favour of the MERN, which surety bonds are secured by SDCI’s property and assets. The 
Corporation has also provided cash collateral of $3.0 million to the underwriter of the financial guarantee. 

The Corporation’s actual reclamation and mine closure costs are uncertain at this time and planned 
expenditures may differ from the actual expenditures required. Therefore, the amount that we are 
required to spend could be materially higher than current estimates. Any additional amounts required to 
be spent on reclamation and mine closure may have a material adverse effect on our financial 
performance, financial position and results of operations. The Corporation could also be required to 
provide additional security in support of the surety bonds posted with the MERN. Any of these could result 
in additional constraints on liquidity. 
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DISCLOSURE CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES AND INTERNAL CONTROLS OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING 

The Corporation's President and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”), and its Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) 
have designed, or caused to be designed under their supervision, disclosure controls and procedures 
(“DC&P”), and internal controls over financial reporting (“ICFR”) as defined in National Instrument 52‐109, 
“Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim Filings,” in order to provide reasonable 
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for 
external purposes in accordance with IFRS. 

The DC&P have been designed to provide reasonable assurance that: 

• material information relating to the Corporation is made known to the CEO, and the CFO by others, 
and that; 

• information required to be disclosed by the Corporation in its annual filings, interim filings or other 
reports filed or submitted by the Corporation under securities legislation is recorded, processed, 
summarized and reported within the time periods specified in securities legislation.  

The Corporation’s management, under the supervision of the CEO and the CFO, has evaluated its DC&P 
and ICFR, and concluded that, as of December 31, 2018, they have been designed and operating effectively 
as at December 31, 2018. ICFR was designed using the Internal Control – Integrated Framework (2013) 
developed by COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission). 

NI 52‐109 also requires Canadian public companies to disclose in their MD&A any change in ICFR that has 
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, ICFR. No material changes were made to 
ICFR in the year ended December 31, 2018. 

 
CAUTIONARY NOTE TO UNITED STATES INVESTORS CONCERNING ESTIMATES OF MEASURED, 
INDICATED AND INFERRED RESOURCES 
 
This MD&A uses the terms “Measured”, “Indicated” and “Inferred” Mineral Resources. United States 
investors are advised that while such terms are recognized and required by Canadian regulations, the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) does not recognize them. “Inferred Mineral Resources” have 
a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence and as to their economic and legal feasibility. It cannot 
be assumed that all or any part of an Inferred Mineral Resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category. 
Under Canadian rules, estimates of Inferred Mineral Resources may not form the basis of feasibility or 
pre‐feasibility studies. United States investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of 
Measured or Indicated Mineral Resources will ever be converted into Mineral Reserves. United States 
investors are also cautioned not to assume that all or any part of an Inferred Mineral Resource exists, 
or is economically or legally mineable. 
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This document contains forward‐looking information (as defined in National Instrument 51‐102 – 
Continuous Disclosure Obligations) and forward‐looking statements within the meaning of Canadian 
securities legislation and the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (collectively 
referred to herein as “forward-looking information” or “forward-looking statements”). These forward‐
looking statements are made as of the date of this document and, the Corporation does not intend, and 
does not assume any obligation, to update these forward‐looking statements, except as required by law. 

These forward‐looking statements relate to future events or future performance and include, among 
others, statements with respect to Stornoway’s objectives for the ensuing year, our medium and long‐
term goals, and strategies to achieve those objectives and goals, as well as statements with respect to our 
management’s beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, estimates, intentions and future outlook and 
anticipated events or results. Although management considers these assumptions to be reasonable based 
on information currently available to it, they may prove to be incorrect. 

Forward‐looking statements reflect current expectations or beliefs regarding future events and include, 
but are not limited to, statements with respect to: (i) the amount of Mineral Reserves, Mineral Resources 
and exploration targets; (ii) the estimated amount of future production over any period; (iii) net present 
value and internal rates of return of the mining operation; (iv) expectations and targets relating to 
recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, average ore recovery, carats recovered, carats 
sold, internal dilution, mining dilution and other mining parameters set out in the 2016 Technical Report 
as well as levels of diamond breakage; (v) expectations, targets and forecasts relating to gross revenues, 
operating cash flows and other revenue metrics set out in the 2016 Technical Report, growth in diamond 
sales, cost of goods sold, cash cost of production, gross margins estimates, planned and projected 
diamond sales, mix of diamonds sold, and capital expenditures, liquidity and working capital 
requirements; (vi) mine and resource expansion potential, expected mine life, and estimated incremental 
ore recovery, revenue and other mining parameters from potential additional mine life extension; (vii) 
expected time frames for completion of permitting and regulatory approvals related to ongoing 
construction activities at the Renard Diamond Mine; (viii) the expected time frames for the completion of 
the open pit and underground mine at the Renard Diamond Mine; (ix) the expected financial obligations 
or costs incurred by Stornoway in connection with the ongoing development of the Renard Diamond 
Mine; (x) mining, development, production, processing and exploration rates, progress and plans, as 
compared to schedule and budget, and planned optimization, expansion opportunities, timing thereof 
and anticipated benefits therefrom; (xi) future exploration plans and potential upside from targets 
identified for further exploration; (xii) expectations concerning outlook and trends in the diamond 
industry, rough diamond production, rough diamond market demand and supply, and future market 
prices for rough diamonds and the potential impact of the foregoing on various Renard financial metrics 
and diamond production; (xiii) the economic benefits of using liquefied natural gas rather than diesel for 
power generation; (xiv) requirements for and sources of, and access to, financing and uses of funds; (xv) 
the ability to meet Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations under the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement; (xvi) the foreign exchange rate between the US dollar and the Canadian dollar; and (xvii) the 
anticipated benefits from recently approved plant modification measures and the anticipated timeframe 
and expected capital cost thereof. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to 
predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or 
performance (often, but not always, using words or phrases such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “plans”, 
“projects”, “estimates”, “assumes”, “intends”, “strategy”, “goals”, “objectives”, “schedule” or variations 
thereof or stating that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be  
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS – continued – 

taken, occur or be achieved, or the negative of any of these terms and similar expressions) are not 
statements of historical fact and may be forward‐looking statements. 

Forward‐looking statements are made based upon certain assumptions by Stornoway or its consultants 
and other important factors that, if untrue, could cause the actual results, performances or achievements 
of Stornoway to be materially different from future results, performances or achievements expressed or 
implied by such statements. Such statements and information are based on numerous assumptions 
regarding present and future business prospects and strategies and the environment in which Stornoway 
will operate in the future, including the recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, 
average ore recovery, internal dilution, and levels of diamond breakage, the price of diamonds, 
anticipated costs and Stornoway’s ability to achieve its goals, anticipated financial performance, 
regulatory developments, development plans, exploration, development and mining activities and 
commitments, access to financing, and the foreign exchange rate between the US and Canadian dollars. 
Although management considers its assumptions on such matters to be reasonable based on information 
currently available to it, they may prove to be incorrect. Certain important assumptions by Stornoway or 
its consultants in making forward‐looking statements include, but are not limited to: (i) the accuracy of 
our estimates regarding capital and estimated workforce requirements; (ii) estimates of net present value 
and internal rates of return; (iii) recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, average ore 
recovery, carats recovered, carats sold, internal dilution, mining dilution and other mining parameters set 
out in the 2016 Technical Report as well as levels of diamond breakage; (iv) the expected mix of diamonds 
sold, and successful mitigation of ongoing issues of diamond breakage in the Renard Diamond Mine 
process plant and realization of the anticipated benefits from plant modification measures within the 
anticipated timeframe and expected capital cost; (v) the stabilization of the Indian currency market and 
full recovery of prices; (vi) receipt of regulatory approvals on acceptable terms within commonly 
experienced time frames and absence of adverse regulatory developments; (vii) anticipated timelines for 
the development of an open pit and underground mine at the Renard Diamond Mine; (viii) anticipated 
geological formations; (ix) continued market acceptance of the Renard diamond production, conservative 
forecasting of future market prices for rough diamonds and impact of the foregoing on various Renard 
financial metrics and diamond production; (x) the timeline, progress and costs of future exploration, 
development, production and mining activities, plans, commitments and objectives; (xi) the availability of 
existing credit facilities and any required future financing on favourable terms and the satisfaction of all 
covenants and conditions precedent relating to future funding commitments; (xii) the ability to meet 
Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations under the Purchase and Sale Agreement; (xiii) Stornoway’s 
interpretation of the geological drill data collected and its potential impact on stated Mineral Resources 
and mine life; (xiv) the continued strength of the US dollar against the Canadian dollar and absence of 
significant variability in interest rates; (xv) improvement of long‐term diamond industry fundamentals and 
absence of material deterioration in general business and economic conditions; and absence of significant 
variability in interest rates; (xvi) increasing carat recoveries with progressively increasing grade in LOM 
plan; (xvii) estimated incremental ore recovery, revenue and other mining parameters from potential 
additional mine life extension with minimal capital expenditures; (xviii) availability of skilled employees 
and maintenance of key relationships with financing partners, local communities and other stakeholders; 
(xix) long‐term positive demand trends and rough diamond demand meaningfully exceeding supply; (xx) 
high depletion rates from existing diamond mines; (xxi) global rough diamond production remaining 
stable; (xxii) modest capital requirements post‐2018 with significant resource expansion available at 
marginal cost; (xxiii) substantial resource upside within scope of mine plan; (xxiv) opportunities for high  
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grade ore acceleration and processing expansion and realization of anticipated benefits therefrom; (xxv) 
significant potential upside from targets identified for further exploration; and (xxvi) limited cash income 
taxes payable over the medium term.  

By their very nature, forward‐looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general 
and specific, and risks exist that estimates, forecasts, projections and other forward‐looking statements 
will not be achieved or that assumptions do not reflect future experience. We caution readers not to place 
undue reliance on these forward‐ looking statements as a number of important risk factors could cause 
the actual outcomes to differ materially from the beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, anticipations, 
estimates, assumptions and intentions expressed in such forward‐looking statements. These risk factors 
may be generally stated as the risk that the assumptions and estimates expressed above do not occur, 
including the assumption in many forward‐looking statements that other forward‐looking statements will 
not be correct, but specifically include, without limitation: (i) risks relating to variations in the grade, size 
distribution and quality of diamonds, kimberlite lithologies and country rock content within the material 
identified as Mineral Resources from that predicted; (ii) variations in rates of recovery and levels of 
diamond breakage; (iii) the uncertainty as to whether further exploration of exploration targets will result 
in the targets being delineated as Mineral Resources; (iv) risks associated with our dependence on the 
Renard Diamond Mine and the limited operating history thereof; (v) unfavourable developments in 
general economic conditions and in world diamond markets; (vi) variations in diamond valuations and 
fluctuations in diamond prices from those assumed; (vii) insufficient demand and market acceptance of 
our diamonds; (viii) risks associated with the production and increased consumer demand for synthetic 
gem‐quality diamonds; (ix) risks relating to fluctuations in the Canadian dollar and other currencies 
relative to the US dollar and variability in interest rates; (x) inaccuracy of our estimates regarding future 
financing and capital requirements and expenditures, significant additional future capital needs and 
unavailability of additional financing and capital, on reasonable terms, or at all; (xi) uncertainties related 
to forecasts, costs and timing of the Corporation’s future development plans, exploration, processing, 
production and mining activities; (xii) increases in the costs of proposed capital, operating and sustainable 
capital expenditures; (xiii) increases in financing costs or adverse changes to the terms of available 
financing, if any; (xiv) tax rates or royalties being greater than assumed; (xv) uncertainty of mine life 
extension potential and results of exploration in areas of potential expansion of resources; (xvi) changes 
in development or mining plans due to changes in other factors or exploration results; (xvii) risks relating 
to the receipt of regulatory approvals or the implementation of the existing Impact and Benefits 
Agreement with aboriginal communities; (xviii) the failure to secure and maintain skilled employees and 
maintain key relationships with financing partners, local communities and other stakeholders; (xix) risks 
associated with ongoing issues of diamond breakage in the Renard Diamond Mine process plant and the 
failure to realize the anticipated benefits from plant modification measures within the anticipated 
timeframe and expected capital cost, or at all; (xx) the negative market effects of recent Indian 
demonetization and continued impact on pricing and demand; (xxi) the effects of competition in the 
markets in which Stornoway operates; (xxii) operational and infrastructure risks; (xxiii) execution risk 
relating to the development of an operating mine at the Renard Diamond Mine; (xxiv) the Corporation 
being unable to meet its Subject Diamonds Interest delivery obligations under the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement; (xxv) future sales or issuances of Common Shares lowering the Common Share price and 
diluting the interest of existing shareholders; (xxvi) the risk of failure of information systems; (xxvii) the 
risk that our insurance does not cover all potential risks; (xxviii) the risks associated with our substantial 
indebtedness and the failure to meet our debt service obligations; and (xxix) the additional risk factors  
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described herein and in Stornoway’s annual and interim MD&A, its other disclosure documents and 
Stornoway’s anticipation of and success in managing the foregoing risks. Stornoway cautions that the 
foregoing list of factors that may affect future results is not exhaustive and new, unforeseeable risks may 
arise from time to time. 
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